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Graves Co. sweeps soccer doubleheader Pg. 8A
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CCSO seeks
answers for
farm equipment
burglaries
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger corn
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office said Thursday that
it has received several complaints about equipment being
illegally taken from the inside of
large pieces of farm equipment,
namely combines that have been
parked in fields overnight.
CCSO Capt. Richard Steen
said that three such cases have
been opened, the latest developing Wednesday morning after
items were discovered missing
from inside an implement piece
along Squire Holland Road
north of Murray. Steen said that
was the second case to originate
from Squire Holland Road.
"The first complaint we had
actually came in well before the
last two, a few months ago,"
Steen said. "The latest one was
(Wednesday) and it falls in line
with the pattern we're seeing.
These combines and tractors are
usually left out overnight in the
field because, in many cases,
they're going across the county
to get to where they're put to
work. It's too nuicb of an effort
to take them back where they
came from, so (farmers) will
leave them in the fields when
they're done for the day, then
come back and get them the next

Kentucky Ag Commissioner speaks during Rotary lunch
By JORDAN FERGUSON
iferguson@murrayledger corn
The Rotary Club of Murray had a special guest at its weekly
meeting Thursday in the form of Kentucky Agricultural Commissioner Ryan Quarles.
The commissioner spoke on a variety of agricultural issues, including Kentucky's role in ag research, farm safety and the role of
Murray State and western Kentucky in the pioneering of conservation practices and beyond.
"It is my honor to be here today," said Tony Brannon,the dean of
the Hutson School of Agriculture at Murray State University. "This
is the fourth commissioner that I have had the opportunity to introduce at Rotary of Murray
"They have been D's (Democrats) and they have been R's (Republicans), but they have all had one thing in common, and that is
they're an A. An A is something that unites people.... One thing that
has been consistent as we have introduced these commissioners is
that they have gotten younger and I have gotten older."
Brannon spoke of Quarles' upbringing on a family farm in Scott
County, where his family has resided for 200 years. Brannon spoke
of his acquisition of various degrees and merits, and spoke about
Quarles being the youngest statewide elected official in the nation
at 32 years old.
"It is an honor to be here; it is an honor to serve as the new commissioner of agriculture," Quarles said. "Agriculture runs deep in
my family. I am the ninth generation of my family to farm and be
associated with farming in Kentucky. My family moved here in the
)0- See ROTARY Page 5A

McKinney,first female firefighter,
receives badge from firefighter dad
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

0- See CCSO Page 2A
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For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against
the authorities, against the
powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual
forces of evil in the heavenly realms.
Ephesians 6:12
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JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
Sid and Loretta Jobs were recognized for the efforts of the Kids Care for Hunger organization, which recently packaged more than 27,000 meals for hungry families in need.
The two were presented with the Honorary Commissioner of Agriculture award from
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture. Kentucky Ag Commissioner, Ryan Quarles,
bestowed the two with the award Thursday during the weekly Rotary Club of Murray
meeting. From left are Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of Murray State University's Hutson
School of Agriculture, Loretta and Sid Jobs, and commissioner Quarles.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & limes
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Deputy Chief Dwain McKinney pins daughter Shae with her badge, officially making
her the first-ever female firefighter with the Murray Fire
Department during MFD's annual badge ceremony last
week at the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center.

It took more than 100 years, but the Murray
Fire Department now has a female firefighter.
This historical occasion was set in stone last
week when Shae McKinney, 25, received her
MFD badge in the department's annual badge
ceremony Sept. 9 at the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center. Providing an extra-special angle to
this story was that her father, Dwain — a longtime
deputy chief with Calloway County Fire-Rescue
and the person who Shae said was her biggest influence in following this dream — was the one to
pin that badge on her uniform shirt.
"There wasn't anyone else I'd have rather had
do it, either. It was the best day," Shae recalled.
'That was one of many 'best days' I've had this
year, though."
The most important of those days probably
came in February when Shae, at 5 feet 4 inches
tall and weighing 130 pounds,successfully passed
MFD's rigorous candidate agility test in which she
completed eight tasks in 10 minutes, 20 seconds.
"I can remember my time that day," she said.
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By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledgercom

no upfront cost to attend, donations will
be taken throughout the evening to help
WKM reach its goal of raising $20,000
Mentors who take time out of their this year.
lives to help be a role model for young"The guest speaker is Terrence Miles,
er kids in need of such a guiding figure who is from New Orleans and came up
will be celebrated with a banquet meant after Hurricane Katrina," Crook said.
to raise money for West Kentucky Men- "He brought two of his nephews (who
toring and their work.
were mentored at West Kentucky), the
The banquet will celebrate 20 years oldest is Des'jahvonni Miles.
of mentoring in Calloway County, which
"Des'jahvonni is still seeing his menWest Kentucky Mentoring director Suzy tor who he was matched with when he
Crook said has had a great impact on first came (to Murray). He now has a full
many lives during that time.
ride at Western Kentucky University. We
"We are celebrating 20 years of men- are very proud of the progress he has
toring in our community." Crook said. made, and we hope we were able to play
"Now, part of that (time) was when we a part in it."
were Big Brothers/Big Sisters, and now
Crook said stories like Des'jahvonthat we are West Kentucky Mentoring, ni's are the reason mentoring programs
a lot of the same people have been in- are so vital to the community, and it is
her hope that past partners and donors to
volved."
The banquet will be held from 5:30 to WKM will step up to the plate again for
7 p.m. on Sept. 27 at the Murray Banquet this event.
Center off of 12th Street. The banquet
See MENTOR Page 3A
will be buffet style, and while there is
• •••••. • ••Mi, •
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Special to the Ledger
The entrance to the JCPenney shopping area off of 12th Street will be closed
starting Monday as a part of the Kentucky 121 North construction project.
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans additional traffic
restrictions for paving and other construction activities along the Kentucky
121 reconstruction project in Murray
starting Monday.
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To facilitate paving and other ongoing construction along the project, the
entrance to JCPenney on North 12th
Street directly across from the Kentucky
121 intersection with 12th Street will be
closed starting Monday.
This closure on the east leg of the
intersection is required to widen the
parking lot entrance to accommodate
See KYTC Page 2A

JORDAN FERGUSOWLedger & limes
To facilitate paving and other ongoing construction along the Kentucky
121 project, the entrance to JC Penny on US 641/North 16th Street directly
across from intersection will be closed starting Monday, according to KYTC
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See McKINNEY Page 2A

West Kentucky Mentoring to host JCPenney main entrance to close Monday
banquet celebrating twenty years

Janet Nall
Call today to subscribe!

"All I know is that I was so excited. I probably
would've tried it again if asked."
McKinney said she is proud to be the first
woman firefighter with MFD,but that is not what
drives her. In fact, going back to her childhood
years, where she would ride to fire scenes with her
father, making history has not been a factor at all.
She just wants to serve.
-Ever since I was little, all I've wanted to do
was help people," she said. "I'd be 7 or 8 and I'd
ride in Dad's pickup truck to a fire, but he would
park far enough away for me not to able to see
anything. I'd get perturbed about that and tell him,
'Ah,c'mon Dad! I know what's going on. Let me
see!'
"I'd usually end up handing out water to the
(firefighters), and I liked being able to cis, that because it felt like I was doing something.'
Murray Fire Chief Eric Pologruto reported
Thursday that Shae is justifying her history-making status with the department. He said that she
has performed very well in her few months on the
job.

Have fun Friday with snacks to eat
Saturday we will have. grill going
with hot dogs and other treats
2321 State Route 94E Murray •(270)992-1117 In
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly
after 2pm. Partly sunny, with a high near 88.
Calm wind becoming
south 5 to 7 mph in the

afternoon.
Tonight: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. Light south
southeast wind.
Saturday: Showers
and thunderstorms likely, mainly after 8am.
Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 85. South
southwest wind 5 to 7
mph. Chance of precipitation is 60%.

Night:
Saturday
Showers and thunderstorms likely, mainly before 8pm. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 67.
West southwest wind
around 6 mph becoming calm in the evening.
Chance of precipitation
is 60%.
Sunday: A 40 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms
before 2pm. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near
84. Light and variable
wind.
Sunday Night: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 66. Light and
variable wind.
Monday: Sunny, with
a high near 85. Calm
wind.
Night:
Monday
Mostly clear, with a low
around 65. Calm wind.
Mostly
Tuesday:
sunny, with a high near
86. Calm wind becoming north around 5 mph
in the afternoon.

Springs Farms of Calloway
County offered a $500 reward
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of whoever
From front
has committed these crimes.
day."
"This is something that both
Steen said, as of Thursday, em us," Steen said of the burthere are no leads in these cas- glaries and the desire CCSO
es when it comes to possible has to solve them. "Farming is
descriptions of vehicles used or something that's very important
the burglars themselves. He said to this community. That's the
the main targets so far appear to backbone, essentially, of Calbe electronic equipment stored loway County and has been for
inside the cab of the vehicles,in- years, so, yes, this is the type of
cluding global positioning sys- thing we really want to get to the
tems and radios.
bottom of quite quickly if we
The case took a turn Thurs- can." II
day. Steen said, when Seven

IIIKYTC
From front
additional lanes being added to
Kentucky 121 on the.west leg of
the intersection.
During this closure of the
JCPenney entrance, traffic loops
and curbs and gutters will be
added. Motorists traveling 12th
Street at this location should use
extra caution at this busy intersection.
This entrance closure is expected to be in place for about
two weeks. During this closure,
motorists may access the JCPenney parking area through the
shopping center entrances near
Kroger and Captain D's.
Additionally, the contractor
plans paving along the Kentucky
121 reconsfruction project over
the next few weeks. This paving
activity along the work zone will
require lane restrictions with
traffic flow and access frequent-

Annual Life House Banquet draws record crowd

By TYLER DIXON
tdixon@murraYled9emorn
The 33rd annual Life House
Banquet featured a packed
Curris Center Ballroom, but
Director Stephanie Kelly had
an even bigger surprise in store
for the guests.
Kelly used a projector to
highlight five clues the organization has been releasing in
an effort to let people guess
what surprise is coming to Life
House, but Kelly made patrons
wait a bit longer, as Keith Ferrin was the keynote speaker for

the event.
The surprise was a new ultrasound machine to be used at
Life House.
Kelly has been the director for eight years and said the
banquet is a big event for their
organization. Kelly said the it
is not only about celebrating
Life House but also starting a
capital campaign to fund their
surprise.
"We want everyone to see
that it takes the whole community to make this happen," she
said."We want everyone to see
Life House is about saving that

child and that mom, but it's
also about the entire family."
Life House has been a staple in Murray for 33 years, and
Kelly said they've had a banquet every year.
Ferrin's message for the
event wasn't a normal speaking
engagement where the speaker
stands at a podium and only
speaks for an hour.
"The unique piece of what I
do is woven into the speaking
I do tonight and the speaking I
do anywhere is some one-man
storytelling, but the script is
word-for-word scripture," he

said. "Tonight, I'm going to
share the book of Philippians
as if I was the apostle Paul."
Ferrin has been speaking at
various events for 20 years,and
he knows what his message is.
"My passion is helping
people move from 'should' to
'want' when it comes to the Bible," he said.
Along with listening to Ferrin, the guests were welcomed
with a meal to celebrate the annual event.
More information about Life
House can be found by calling
270-753-0700.•
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IIIMcKINNEY
From front

"You know what? She walks the walk,"
Pologruto said. "She has demonstrated a
superior commitment to learn how to be
better each day and she is a hard worker.
What's really fun to see, though, is her excitement at being able to do this. She had a
true desire to be a firefighter, and that's not
always evident in today's society anymore,
to have someone with that kind of passion."
ly controlled by flaggers.
Pologruto came to Murray in 2011 after
This paving work is expected to be complete in about two serving 20 years with the Fort Lauderdale
weeks, weather permitting. At Fire Department in south Florida, widely
that time, the Kentucky 121 in- regarded as among the best departments in
tersection with 18th Street and theituntry, numbering about40011fefikila
Coldwater Road near the west ers'..:When he arrived, Fort LiiudeftWe h
end of the project is also expect- about 60 women with that department. .!
"When I first started out, though, we
ed to reopen with improved acmay have had seven or eight, at the most,"
cess to the Five Points area.
Jim Smith Contracting of Pologruto said, noting that a reason for Fort
Grand Rivers is the prime con- Lauderdale's increase may have been its
tractor on this $6.6 million self-run ambulance service. "Here in Murhighway improvement project. ray,though,we don't run that,so you didn't
The project is about 65 percent have that as a factor. It wasn't anything
complete. Even with the near-re- real surprising, though, because when you
cord rainfall in June and record looked at the applications that would come
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
rainfall in July and August, en- in, it was very rare that we had a woman
Deputy
Chief
Dwain
McKinney, left, is shown
Calloway
County
Fire-Rescue
gineers believe the project is on apply. It just wasn't something that was
last
week during the Murray
daughter
Shae
after
he
pinned
her
badge
with
important,
as
opposed
to
seen
as
being
that
track for completion in late fall.
Lauderdale.
Fort
badge
ceremony.
Fire
Department's
annual
alert
for
Motorists should be
"I'm glad it's happened,though,because
one-lane traffic with access conit's
always good to take a step like this to her CCFR experiences have included some earlier this summer out east of Murray.
trolled by flaggers along this
"In high school (at Calloway County),
rather rough scenes. "Last November, she
work zone. Appropriate caution match the demographics of your area."
was in the yard of the house on (Kentucky) she was on the swim team there, and she
Shae
does
grasp
Dwain
said
that
while
is required where equipment,
121 where (four members of a family were has been part of our swift-water rescue
flaggers and construction per- the significance her employment with MFD
murdered). She was responsible for keep- team,and she's been on several calls where
priority.
has,
that
is
not
her
top
sonnel are along the roadway
people out. She also drove one of our people needed to be helped. She's going to
ing
"She just wants to do the job,and I know
close to traffic flow. II
she's going to do that," he said, noting that tankers to a fire (where two people died) be fine.
"Really and truly, about the
scariest thing we've had was
that badge pinning," he said. "I
was really trying not to stab her
with the pin, but we did all right.
That was a proud moment."
Murray Mayor Jack Rose
Crew Cab,4x4,8 Speed/Auto
said Thursday that he believes
Transmission, Heated/Cooled Leather,
iShae's hiring is something that
could pave the way for addition,Auto High
•••-'
al women to become firefighters
mps, Rain Sensitiv
with MFD.He was in attendance
for
her pinning last week and
--How
.
'
44
,
Spray-In Bedliner and
a
said the moment did not escape
him as to its importance.
"I think she's gong to be an
.....44,444444144444fAC
—.
inspiration to a lot of young
people, particularly girls, who
come along and someday may
say, 'Hey! If she can do this, I
can, too,— Rose said. "Anytime
pun
you have something like this, I
think it's positive. We have had
Whe
female police officers for several years here in the city, and I
think the city has been good as
far as being open to this kind of
opportunity.
"I'll tell you something else,
•
though. I think she'll be a very
'
44e
good firefighter. We were very
lucky to have her come along.
She had no difficulty with any
part of the exams she's taken,
and had she not achieved those
•
A
•, BNnd
standards, she wouldn't have
been hired."
•
mic Sun
&dee'
Shae said she has had nothing
risen w/Siriu
,Leather,
but positive relations with her
•
V0i011
new teammates, but that proba-
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More than 450 people gather inside the Curds Center Ballroom for the 33rd annual Life House Banquet Thursday
evening.
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bly should not have come as a
surprise. She said she already
knew "95 percent" of the men
comprising Murray's bravest.
That put Dwain at ease.
"Since then, I've had several of those guys come up to me
and say the same thing: 'Don't
worry about it. She's going to be
he said. III
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Construction Career Day at MSU Expo Center

Donuts
N 12th St Suit, '

t'ikt to Dunkin
V„rr.1V

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of Sept. 19-23 have been released by Calloway Director Pat Lane and Murray Director April
Adams. Menus, subject to occasional changes based on avail- •
ability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk, fruit juice, cereal and toast served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - biscuit
and gravy; Tuesday - pineapple parfait; Wednesday- breakfast
pizza; Thursday: mini-watfles; Friday - no menu.
Lunch: Monday - chicken and waffles, seasoned fries, broccoli with ranch; Tuesday - chicken nuggets, roll, green beans;
Wednesday - spaghetti, whole-kernel corn, sunset sips; Thursday - crispito, refried beans, veggie tray; Friday - no menu.
Elementary - Breakfast: milk, juice, assorted fruits, toast and
assorted cereal served daily. Monday - mini-donuts; Tuesday breakfast bun; Wednesday - fruit and yogurt parfait; Thursday
- mini-waffles with syrup; Friday - apple cinnamon toast.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - burgers and fries; Tuesday
- popcorn chicken; Wednesday - sub sandwich; Thursday - minicorn dogs; Friday - pizza. Milk, juice and assorted fruits served
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DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times photos
Tyler Cooper, a senior at Murray High School, makes a basket Thursday with the help of a hard-to-defend mini-excavator provided by McKeel Equipment Co. of Murray. Cooper took the ball, perched on the cone to his left, and guided It
in the machine's bucket to the basketball bucket. Cooper was one of about 1,600 vocational students In high schools
and the West Kentucky Career and Technical College to attend the Construction Career Day at the MSU Expo Center.
The event was sponsored by the Association of General Contractors and Murray State University. Cooper was helped
by Greg McKeel of McKeel Equipment.
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Zech Patterson, a sophomore at Caldwell County High
School, takes part in a four-person race by drilling 1-inch
bolts in place using several different tools. Wayne Supply
Company supplied the tools and equipment for the race
Thursday at Construction Career Day at the MSU Expo
Center.

Cheyenne Johnson, a junior at Livingston Central High
School, controls a riding trowel brought to the Expo
Center by Pinnacle Inc. Several construction-related
businesses from around western Kentucky took part in
Construction Career Day on Thursday to help students
consider careers in that field.

IIMENTOR
Special Olympics looking
From front
for basketball players,
"The Murray and Calloway
community has always
County
cheerleaders and volunteers been generous
with us," Crook
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@murrayledgercom
It may be football season
for most, but Special Olympics Kentucky is looking
forward to starting its basketball and cheerleading
season shortly.
Laura Miller, the West
Regional director for Special Olympics Kentucky,
said the organization will
host a sign-up for basketball
and unified cheerleading
teams at 6 p.m. on Thursday
at the Murray First United
Methodist Church gym at
503 Maple St.
"The basketball teams
are arranged by ability and
compete at a safe and successful level for all our athletes," she said. "Last year,
we had about 40 athletes
participate."
Miller said practices are
twice a week and begin in
mid-October.
The unified cheerleading
squads — cheerleaders with
and without disabilities who
partner together — is based
upon age and will sign up
on Thursday as well.
"We love inclusion and
we love to showcase that in
our community," she said.
"Many of our unified partners come from the high
school or participated in
high school. We are fortunate to provide that oppor-

said. "We just hope that will
tunity.
"Although
basketball continue with our many partis not unified, we do have ners in the community. It is an
unified practices and scrim- investment in our community
mage. It's a great training and in the lives of many children. We really feel like this is
tool for our athletes."
Miller said that she would a very worthwhile program, and
like to encourage people in order to keep it going, we are
to volunteer with Special going to need donations."
Crook said WKM is seeking
Olympics Kentucky, as they
are in need of coaches, vol- people from within the comunteers and unified athletes. munity to help sponsor the taShe added that the eve- bles during the event. Sponsors
ning of registration, there would pay $250 for a table of
will also be a talent show, six, and the money donated eiand Marcy Snodgrass will ther through sponsorships or dobe on hand to educate people on the benefits of essential oils.
"We encourage everyone
to come out," Miller said.
"We like to provide information to our families."
She said regional competitions will be held in February and state competitions
will be held in March. Athletes must be at least 8 years
old and have an intellectual
or developmental disability.
For more information,
contact Miller at 1miIler@
soky.org or 270-293-9054.

nations during the banquet will
go to help cover the cost of the
meal and to WKM itself.
Those interested in attending should contact Crook at
270-293-2114 before Sept 23 to
RSVP for the event. Additional
information can be found on the
West Kentucky Mentoring Facebook page.

Please support the

United
Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
Your Gift Matters!

OPEN HOUSE

daily
Monday
O
- mozzarella sticks with marinara, smiley fries, broccoli
with ranch; Tuesday - hot ham and cheese, mashed potatoes
with gravy, carrots with ranch; Wednesday - spaghetti, breadsticks, green beans, tossed salad with ranch, sunset sips; Thursday - tacos, lettuce and cheese cup, refried beans, whole-kernel
corn; Friday - chicken sandwich, veggie tray, lima beans.
Middle - Breakfast: Served weekly - Monday, Wednesday and
Friday - yogurt and poptart; Tuesday and Thursday - fruit and yogurt parfait. Milk, fruit juice, assorted fruits, regular and cinnamon
toast, assorted cereals and mini-donuts served daily.
Monday - biscuit and gravy; Tuesday - breakfast bun; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - mini-waffles with syrup; Friday
- chicken biscuit.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - burgers and fries; Tuesday corn dogs; Wednesday - chicken sandwich; Thursday - sub sandwich; Friday - pizza. Milk, juice, fruits and chef salad served daily.
Monday - chicken and waffles, seasoned fries, broccoli with
ranch; Tuesday - chicken nuggets, roll, mashed potatoes with gravy, green beans; Wednesday - spaghetti, breadstick, whole-kernel corn, tossed salad with ranch; Thursday - crispito, Mexican
rice, refried beans, veggie tray with ranch; Friday - fish sandwich,
great northern beans, glazed carrots.
High - Breakfast: Served weekly - Monday, Wednesday and
Friday - mini donuts; Tuesday and Thursday - breakfast buns.
Milk, fruit and fruit juice, bagels and cream cheese, assorted muffins, assorted Pop-Tarts, cereal and cinnamon toast served daily.
Monday - bacon, egg and cheese tornado; Tuesday - strawberry smoothie; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, sausage and toast;
Thursday - fruit and yogurt parfait; Friday - biscuit and gravy.
Lunch: Served weekly - Monday - corn dog; Tuesday - chicken
sandwich; Wednesday - pizza; Thursday - barbecue sandwich;
Friday - hamburger or cheeseburger. Milk, fruit and fruit juice,
fresh salad with dressing served daily.
Monday- buffalo chicken chunks with breadstick, celery sticks,
whole potatoes, lima beans; Tuesday - crispito, Mexican rice, refried beans, broccoli with ranch; Wednesday - chicken and noodles, roll, fried okra, green peas, veggie tray with ranch; Thursday
- General Tso chicken with rice, veggie egg roll, steamed broccoli, tossed salad; Friday - chicken wrap, seasoned fries, carrots
with ranch, baked beans.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday - Teddy
Grahams; Tuesday - Fruity Cheerios cereal bar; Wednesday animal crackers; Thursday - Scooby Stix; Friday - cereal.
Skim and fat-free milk and assorted fruit and juice served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - cherry Frudel;
Wednesday - Frosted Flakes cereal and toast; Thursday - biscuits and gravy; Friday - ham and cheese biscuit.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti, roll, broccoli with cheese; Tuesday
- pepperoni pizza, carrots with ranch; Wednesday - super nachos, refried beans, salsa; Thursday - chicken nuggets, roll, tater
tots; Friday - hamburger, tater tots, lettuce and tomato.
Elementary - Snack: Monday - cheese stick; Tuesday - Cocoa
Puffs cereal bar; Wednesday - animal crackers; Thursday - Cinnamon Toast Crunch cereal; Friday - Fruity Cheerios cereal bar.
Reduced sugar, whole-grain cereal with toast, whole-grain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain Pop-Tarts, whole-wheat muffins,
fresh fruit, yogurt and animal crackers, fruit juice and skim and
fat-free milk served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - muffin and
toast; Wednesday - mini-pancakes; Thursday - biscuits and gravy; Friday - ham and cheese biscuit.
Lunch: whole-grain bread or crackers, fresh fruit, chef salad„
skim and fat free milk served daily.
Monday - spaghetti, roll, ham and cheese sandwich, lettuce
and tomato, tossed salad, lima beans; Tuesday - Giorgio's pizza, grilled chicken sandwich, broccoli with cheese, lettuce and
tomato, cole slaw; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll, peanut
butter and jelly with cheese stick, creamed potatoes with gravy,
green beans; Thursday - super nachos, sloppy joe, salsa, refried
beans, corn; Friday - hot dog, hamburger, lettuce and tomato, I
baked beans, tater tots.
Middle: Reduced sugar, whole-grain cereal with toast, wholegrain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain Pop-Tarts, fresh fruit,
yogurt and animal crackers, fruit juice and skim and fat-free milk
served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - muffin and
toast; Wednesday - mini-pancakes; Thursday - biscuit and gravy;
Friday - ham and cheese biscuit.
Lunch: Whole-grain bread and crackers, fresh fruit, chef salads
and skim and fat-free milk served daily.
Monday - spaghetti, roll, ham and cheese flatbread, lettuce
and tomato, tossed salad, lima beans; Tuesday - Giorgio's pizza,
grilled chicken sandwich, broccoli with cheese, lettuce and tomato, cole slaw; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll, peanut butter
and jelly with cheese stick, carrots with dip, creamed potatoes
with gravy, green beans; Thursday - super nachos, sloppy joe,
salsa, refried beans, corn; Friday - hot dog, hamburger, lettuce
and tomato, baked beans, tater tots.
High: Reduced sugar and whole-grain cereal with toast, wholegrain cereal bars with toast, whole-grain bread, whole-wheat
muffins with toast, fresh fruit, yogurt and animal crackers, fruit
juice, skim and fat-free milk served daily.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - muffin and
toast; Wednesday - tornado wrap; Thursday - biscuits and gravy;
Friday - ham and cheese biscuit.
Lunch: Whole-grain bread and crackers, fresh fruit, chef salad,
hamburger or cheeseburger, pizza, skim and fat-free milk served

Please support the .

111Saturday,Sept. 17
1-3 p.m.
Grey's Properties, LLC
270 978-0242
Every Donation Brings

- chicken fried steak with gravy, roll, corn dog, broccoli
daily
Monday
O
cup, glazed carrots, corn; Tuesday - Giorgio's pizza, fish sandwich, tossed salad, white beans, cole slaw, Wednesday - crispitu,
breaded chicken sandwich, salsa, refried beans, corn; Thursday
- chicken nuggets, roll, grilled cheese sandwich, tossed salad,
creamed potatoes with gravy, green beans; Friday - hot dog
hamburger, lettuce and baked beans, tater tots, cote slaw II
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Music friends to meet Sunday
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet
from 2-4 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 18, in the activity
room of Brookdaie of Murray. Anyone interested in learning to play or who enjoys listening to
music is invited to attend. For more information,
call Vel Burkeen at 270-753-6979.

Horse show to be Saturday
Martha
Wrangler's Riding Club on Kentucky 80 East
Finney Andrus,
will
host the last show of the season at 6 p.m.
Community editor
Saturday. Sept. 17.
Authors'Group to meet
The Murray Authors' Support Group will meet Saturday, Sept.
17, at Brookdale of Murray. The meeting will start at 1 p.m. with
a 30-minute "meet and greet" session. Bobbie Bryant, a Calloway
County native who presently lives in Louisville, will be the speaker.

Film series to be presented at CCPL
In celebration of the National Park Service's 100th anniversary,
the Calloway County Public Library and Fort Donelson National
Battlefield will present a film featuring the Ken Burns film series,
"The National Parks: America's Best Idea." Episode 6,"The Morning of Creation (1946-80)," will be shown from 6-8:15 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15, at the CCPL. The public is invited to attend. Bring
your dinner to enjoy while viewing the film and popcorn and drinks
will be served.

MSU to host first IT Matters Conference
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Program of Distinction in telecommunications systems management (TSM) and Community Financial
Services Bank (CFSB) have partnered to host the first IT Matters
Conference on Sept. 29. IT Matters is a spinoff of the annual Patterns of Distinction — Security Matters conference.
The keynote speaker is CEO Bryan Huddleston of the Nashville
Technology Council. Under Huddieston's leadership, the Nashville
Technology Council focuses on economic development by connecting, uniting, developing and promoting the technology community.
A large component of development is building a larger technology
workforce for middle Tennessee. His efforts resulted in the creation
of a nationally-recognized program called "We Build Tech" to better connect students,job seekers and companies hiring information
technology workers across middle Tennessee. Huddleston is a Murray State graduate.
Speakers who will be joining the lineup at the conference include
Perry Myers,Peel & Holland; Hunter Evans, Microsoft; John Truitt,
Kalleo; and Paul Engel, CISCO.
The IT Matters Conference will be held at Murray State University's Paducah Regional Campus. The free conference is for small
businesses'and IT professionals to hear from industry experts on a
variety of information technology topics. The conference kicks off
at 12:30 p.m. with registration and vendor exploration,followed by
the first speaker beginning at 1 p.m. The conference will conclude
at 4:15 p.m.
For more information about the conference or to register, visit
murraystate.edu/ctsm. For additional questions on being involved
Photo provided
or becoming a sponsor, contact the Center for Telecommunications The keynote speaker for the IT Matters Conference on
Systems Management at msu.ctsm@murraystate.edu or call 270- Sept. 29 is Murray State graduate Bryan Huddleston,
809-3987.•
CEO of Nashville Technology Council.

Doggie Spa and ID Clinic to be Saturday
A Doggie Day Spa and Pet ID Clinic will be from 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 17, at the A. Carman Animal Health Center on College Farm Road. The event is hosted by the Murray State University
Animal Health Technology/Pre-Veterinary Club and the Humane
Society of Calloway County. Proof of current rabies vaccination is
required to participate. For more information, contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County at 270-759-1884 or visit www.ForThePets.org.

Photo provided
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HS BAND: The Calloway
County High School Band
received the grand championship trophy along with
first in the 3A division in
music, marching and guard
and best overall color
guard out of 11 bands competing at the Madisonville
-North Hopkins Maroon
Classic Band Competition
on Saturday. The band will
compete in the 3A division
at 12:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Festival of Champions
at Murray State University's
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Farmers Market to be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be from 7 am.-noon Saturday
on the Murray Court Square. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be
available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of
meats,eggs and handcrafted items.

CCPL offers free computer classes
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
class on "Internet Basics" from 6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27, and
from 10-11:30 a.m. Thursday, Sept. 29. Class size is limited and
preregistration is required. Call 270-753-2288 to register.

Colt Starting Challenge to be at MSU
The Murray Colt Starting Challenege sponsored by the Murray
State University Rodeo Team will be from 6-9 p.m. on Friday, Sept.
16, and 6-10 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17, at the Murray State University
William Cherry Expo Center at 2101 College Farm Road. Six experienced horse trainers will compete to gentle and ride six unbroken horses in just a few hours using natural horsemanship methods.
They will ride their horse through an obstacle course at the end of
training on Saturday. The judges will decide the winner and a buckle
will be awarded. Bring your own chairs. Tickets are $5 for MSU
students and $15 for the public.

The Concerned Taxpayers of West Kentucky will meet at 5:30
p.m. Monday.Sept. 19,at Pagliai's. Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins will be the speaker. The public is invited to attend.
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MWC Theta Department will meet

zori
Jeremy curd

The Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
noon on Monday, Sept. 19, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The
program will be presented by Ginny Harper and the 4-H Robotics
team. The hostesses will be Sue Miller, Alyssa Dodson and Shirley
Toon.
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Fall concert series to begin Tuesday
The Fall Concert Mini-Series sponsored by Keller Williams Realty and Gallimore Electrical Contractors will begin at 7 p.m.Tuesday,
Sept. 20,at the Rotary Amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Central Park. The Super 60s Show will be presented by the cast of
the Badgett Playhouse.Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the door
for general admission. Reserved seats are $12.50 or $40 for a season
pass and include a reserve chair. Advance tickets are available by
Photo provided
calling the Badgett Playhouse at 1-888-362-4223, purchase online
Award-winning brewery Paducah Beer Werks, owned by Murray State University
at www.grandriversvariety.tix.com, Keller Williams Realty offices, alumnus Todd Blume, will host a Murray State alumni event on Sept. 22.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital or the Convention and Visitors
Bureau. Guests are encouraged to bring a lawn chair. Concessions
are available and coolers will not be permitted. In the event of rain,
the show will be scheduled one week later. All funds raised will
be used to purchase 3-D mammography for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For questions, call 270-227-0253.
Special to the Ledger
provide such a unique culture," local area can attend the MurAward-winning brewery Pa- said Blume. "In my travels to ray State Alumni Association
MWC general meeting to be Thursday
ducah Beer Werks, owned by Colorado and North Carolina, event from 5-7 p.m. on Sept. 22,
The general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club will be at t Murray State University alum- I thought to myself,'You know at Paducah
Beer Werks. There
p.m. Thursday. Sept. 22, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The nus Todd Blume, will host a what? I love brewing beer and is no cost to
attend, light ap
program will be presented by Linda Scott on the history of the Mur- Murray State alumni event on checking out breweries; it's time petizers will be provided and a
ray Woman's Club. A potluck salad supper will be held with the Thursday.
I begin my own.'So I wanted to cash bar will also be available.
Music Department responsible for crackers, dessert and drinks and
Blume graduated from Mur- bring my passion back with me Alumni interested in attending
the Alpha Department will do the decorations.
ray State University in 2013 to Paducah, because western can RSVP by calling the Murray
with a degree in integrated stud- Kentucky didn't have one at that State Alumni Relations office
ies. A Graves County native point."
Neighborhood food pantry available
at 1-800-758-8510 or emailing
Since its opening, Beer Werks msu.race ralumni@ murraystate .
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will host a neighborhood with a love of homebrewing,
food and clothing pantry on the third Tuesday of each month. The Blume spent time with brewers has won national beer competi- edu.•
next pantry will be from 2-5 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 20. at 229 Rowlett in Colorado and North Carolina, tions and earned recognition for
RI
sparking his interest in open- its signature ales. The brewery
Trail. For more information, call 270-436-5820 or 270-436-5737.
ing his own brewery in western also features a top-notch menu
i
-flag/
•-•
Kentucky.
with local bands and live comeAlcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
"Breweries give you a sense dy performances.
THEATRES
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 S. 12th St.,
of the local community and
Murray State alumni in the
Suite J. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Bank.
All meetings are non-smoking. Closed meetings are for people
who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to give it up.
Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting.
For movies & showtimes
The regular schedule is: Sunday: I p.m.(open),8 p.m. 12x12 study
Call theatre line at 270-753-5084
(closed); Monday: noon (open), 6 p.m. ladies' meeting (closed), 8
Micheal Jared Paschall and Sherrie Michelle Sexton Paschall ana call our 14 hour info line at
p.m.(open); Tuesday: noon (open),8 p.m.(closed); Wednesday: 11 nounce the birth of their son, Micheal Sawyer Paschall,
born at 6:05
270-753-3314.
Thurs(open);
a.m.(closed),6 p.m. ladies' meeting (closed),8 p.m.
p.m. Aug. 7,2016. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
On your computer or smartphone go to
day: noon (open).8 p.m. Study of the Big Book(open); Friday: noon
He weighed 7 pounds.4 ounces and measured 21 inches.
the Cheri website at
(open),8 p.m. newcomers meeting(open); Saturday: 10 an.(open),
Grandparents are Donna Sexton of Murray and Darren and Lynn
vnvw.rnoviesinwarray.corn
8 p.m.speaker meeting(open). For information,call Bear!,270-226- Paschall of Almo. Great-grandparents are Pat and Beverly Paschall
3971; Dwayne, 270-799-1065; Cindy, 270-435-4111 or Lou. 270- of Almo. Gail and Mason McCuiston of Murray. and Chuck and
AN 11101fieS presented in
799-1065.
Margie Roberts of Garland,Texas.
Hi-D*1040W Preiection

Murray State University graduate
to host alumni event in Paducah
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Micheal Sawyer Paschall
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OBITUARIES

rice
Dennis'Denny' Neil Spaulding

LaJean Wiggins

Dennis "Denny" Neil Spaulding, 69, of Ahoo,
Kentucky, died at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 13, 2016,
at Spring Creek Health Care Center of Murray.
He was born Aug.28, 1947,in St. Louis,Missouri, to Joseph and Francis Kuebler Spaulding.
He was retired from Briggs & Stratton and served
with the U.S. Army during the Vietnam War.
Mr. Spaulding is survived by his wife, Diane Durr Spaulding; a
daughter, Lindsay Fitzgerald and husband Jason; two sons, Joseph
"Troy" Spaulding and wife Brenda and Todd Spaulding and wife
Cyndie; stepdaughters Amy Cross and Mary Chandler; a sister, Candice Britton; and 15 grandchildren.
No public services are scheduled.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhonie.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

LaJean Wiggins, 89, died Friday, Sept. 9, 2016, at Spring Creek
Health Care Center in Murray, Kentucky.
She was born on Jan. 8, 1927, in Graves County, Kentucky, to
QJK. and Monta Etna Motheral Wiggins.
She was lovingly raised by her father and stepmother, Ressie Stephenson Brooks Sims Wiggins.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by three sisters, Christine (Lee),Redden, Marguerite (WA.) Brooks and Ruth
(Cec) Mass;one brother,Coy (Mildred) Wiggins;one stepsister, Anice (Fred) Lawrence; stepbrothers Alan (Louise) Brooks and W.H.
(Marguerite) Brooks; two nephews, Hamp Wiggins Brooks and Till
Maas; and one niece, Lorena Stark.
She was a retired academic librarian. Upon completion of her
bachelor of science degree from Murray State University and a
master of science degree from the University of Illinois at Champagne-Urbana, she worked at Murray State University, Morehead
State University and the Woodford County Library. Her work allowed her to share her love of books, reading and helping others.
Upon retirement, she returned to Murray and continued her lifelong
passion of working with students and was actively involved with the
University Christian Student Center. She was a member of University Church of Christ.
Ms. Wiggins is survived by her devoted nieces and nephews,Greta (William Sherrill) Brooks Gargus,Ann Brooks,Bob(Ruth) Maas,
Jimmy Wiggins, Billy (Helen) Redden, Bobbie Jean (John) Sims
and Ouida Murphy. She is also survived by many loving great-nieces and nephews as well as a caring circle of friends and neighbors.
A celebration of her lifelong love of faith,family and friends will
be at 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 18, 2016, at University Church of
Christ with Charley Bazzell, Danny Claiborne, Wes Claiborne and
Hampton Brooks officiating.
Remembrances in her honor may be sent to the University Christian Student Center, 1403 Olive Blvd., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome som.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.
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Claire M. Benton,87,of Murray, Kentucky,died
Tuesday, Sept. 13, 2016 at her home.
She was born March 25, 1929, in Potts Camp,
Mississippi, to Samuel Franklin and Eva Mae
Brownlee McCauley.
She was a former executive secretary and office
manager for the president of the Holiday Inn of
America. She worked for more than 30 years for
the Murray State University Athletic Department
in various capacities. She was inducted into the
Hall of Distinction at Murray State University in
Benton
February 2016. She was an active member of Immanuel Lutheran Church since 1968.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband,Jack Benton; a sister, Sandra King; and two grandsons,Joshua
Benton Adams and Justus Bradley Benton.
Mrs. Benton is survived by one daughter, JoBeth Ticknor and
husband Bill of Murray; two sons, Larry Benton and David Benton
of Murray; one sister, Doris Fernandez of Memphis, Tennessee; 12
grandchildren, Jason Adams,Jeremy Ticknor, Shane Ticknor, Jason
Ticknor, Joseph Benton, Jordan Benton, John David Benton, Kristen Thorne, Anthony Schneider, Mandy Garcia, Caleb Ticknor and
Mackenzie Ticknor; and eight great-grandchildren, Eliana Claire
Ragovin-Benton, Julian Adams, Jadyn Claire Adams, Quincy and
Kendrick Thorne, Gavin Holt and Mia and Ava Schneider.
The funeral service will be at 3 p.m. Friday, Sept. 16, 2016, at
Immanuel Lutheran Church with Dr. Chad Foster officiating. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation was from 3-8 p.m.
Thursday,Sept. 15,2016,and will be from 1-3 p.m. Friday,Sept. 16,
2016,at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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1780s and we have been farming ever since."
Quarles spoke of growing
up on a tobacco, cattle and
row crop operation, and said
he knew what life was like for
the average agrarian worker in
the commonwealth. He said
that some of his earliest memories involved working in tobacco patches for $1 an hour,
going to 4-H club meetings
and mentioned that one of his
first jobs was shoveling cow
manure, which he said aptly
prepared him for a career in
politics.
"West Kentucky is a special
place for agriculture," Quarles
said. "The economic impact
that your farmers have in this
area and your agribusinesses have, are really secondto-none anywhere else in the
state, so we try to get down
here as much as possible. I remind my colleagues in Frankfort that you don't go to west
Kentucky once a year for Fancy Farm; you need to go there
every chance you get."
Quarles said that last year
he traveled 65,000 miles
throughout the state of Kentucky, and mentioned that
agriculture had a presence in
every nook and cranny of the
commonwealth.
"We have a lot to be proud
of in Kentucky. We are No.
1 in a lot of areas," Quarles
said."We have more beef cattle than any other state east of
the Mississippi. The research
that is conducted here through
our higher education (institutions), including at Murray
State, is second-to-none. We
have conservation practices
and planting practices that
were invented here in western
Kentucky and that are replicated around the world."
Quarles spoke of Kentucky
as a small-farm state, with
over 76,000 farms, 95 percent
of which are being operated
by families. Each one of those
farms, Quarles said, are also
businesses.
"We need to remind people that when a farm decides
to expand or agribusiness decides to hire new employees,
that is no different than a new
factory moving to Kentucky,"
he said. "I try to always put
agriculture through the lens
of economic development in
Kentucky."

Quarles also spokp on the
impact that extreme summer
weather played,on, crops this
year, and also Spoke on the
average age of the Kentucky
farmer, which is 62. Quarles
said that one of the most important things for Kentuckians
and the Department of Agriculture to work on is inspiring
the younger generation to take
up agriculture so Kentucky
can continue its rich agrarian
traditions.
Quarles also spoke on one
of the most important issues
facing the state today, which
is hunger insecurity.
"I am so glad we are having
a lot of energy about hunger,
because in June, we started a
conversation at the Department of Agriculture about the
unfortunate reality that affects
one in six Kentuckians and
one in five of Kentucky school
children who suffer from food
insecurity, who don't know
where their next meal will
come from," he said.
"Why the Department of
Ag? Why are we having this
discussion," Quarles asked.
"It is because we are already
at the crossroads between our
agricultural community and
the consumers. As the agricultural commissioner, representing a state so blessed with an
abundance of food and vibrant
ag economy, we can do better.
"So, we are involving people from all walks of life,
involving the farmers who
put the seeds in the ground,
our grocery stores, our food
pantries, our charitable and
church communities, and even
our restaurants, where 40 percent of all food is thrown in
the trash. We talk about what
we can do better to address
hunger in Kentucky."
Quarles then took the time
to recognize a Calloway County couple who have done a lot
of work to combat the issue
of hunger in the Murray and
Calloway community: Loretta
and Sid Jobs, whose Murray's
Kids Care for Hunger program
recently packaged 27,000
meals for those in need. The
Jobs were both bestowed with
an Honorary Commissioner of
Agriculture award from the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
"We don't do this alone,"
said Loretta Jobs."Rotary,the
community,the children, Murray's Kids Care for Hunger.
We have done almost 500,000
meals, thanks to you all." III

Dorothy Elizabeth Major
Dorothy Elizabeth Major,92,of Murray, Kentucky,died Wednesday, Sept. 14,2016, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
James Darren Marshall,48
The funeral service will be at 11 am. Friday, Sept. 16,2016 at
the funeral home. A private burial will follow.
Claire M.Benton,87
The funeral service will be at 3 p.m. Friday, Sept. 16, 2016, at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.

JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
CONSTRUCTION NEARING COMPLETION: The intersection of Kentucky 121, 18th Street and Coldwater Road Is
expected to be completed and reopened sometime in the
next two weeks, according to Keith Travis, district 1 and
2 public information officer with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.

Election board: Voters need to pay attention to Congressional ballot
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@ m u rrayledgercorn
Along with discussing a variety of important upcoming
deadlines and other dates concerning the November election,
one issue received particular attention Thursday for the Calloway County Board
en:
This has to do wi
gressiotucky First District
nal race, which has had a rather interesting adjustment come
along in the past several days.
Longtime Hopkinsville incumbent Ed Whitfield, a Republican, abruptly resigned his seat
after having already announced
that he was retiring upon the
conclusion of his current term,
his 11th in Washington. This
means that the seat needs to be
filled, so a special election has
been added to the Nov. 8 lineup.
The issue, though, is this
now means that the competitors in that race - Republican
James Corner of Monroe County and Democrat Sam Gaskins
of Christian County - will be
appearing not once, but twice on
the Nov. 8 ballot. They already
were on the ballot in competition to see who would succeed
Whitfield and begin a two-year
term in January, but the second
listing is to see who will fill the
remainder of Whitfield's term
from November to January.
"Both parties met recent-

ly and decided that Corner and
Gaskins should go ahead and
run for the unexpired term,too,"
said Bill Cowan,the GOP's representative on the board."Now,
at first glance, this seems like it
could be really confusing, but
that depends. If you're going
straight ticket, that should take
.„

Bryan Ernstberger) what he
thinks about this," she said. "I
think having some kind of extra
notice, though, would help. If
anyone asks me, though, I'd be
willing to explain the matter to
them all day, if they're going to
have strong interest in doing the
right thing."
Democratic Party represenloway County tative Melissa Stark also seems
Clerk Antonia Faulkner, who in favor of extra measures bealso doubles as board chair, said ing put in place concerning the
there are some instances where Congressional race. She said her
this could cause moments of main concern is with poll workstress.
ers having to explain the situa"If it's someone who really tion to voters.
takes their time with a ballot,
"I want to take that off the
then sees that the person is on poll workers' hands," she said.
twice,it could throw them a bit," "They're going to have enough
she said. "The ones who study to do that day. If you're having
the ballot and you know every- to explain things in detail to
thing going on before they go to every voter, that means things
the polls, they'll see this coming could slow down a bit,and we're
and have no problem. It's the expecting a heavier turnout than
ones who don't know about this usual for this election."
*Speaking of workers, the
ahead of time that I think are gomandatory election school for
ing to have problems."
Cowan then proposed an them is scheduled for 5 p.m.
idea. Along with posting images Oct. 13 at the George Weaks
of the ballot inside precincts, he Community Center on Poplar
suggested displaying a large im- Street. This features training on
age of the portion of the ballot the types of things they are exwhere the two places Corner and pected to do on Election Day,as
Gaskins are listed to emphasize well as educates them on electo voters that choosing a candi- tion laws.
It also is a requirement if
date for each race is necessary.
Faulkner said she likes the they are to be paid for their seridea, but wants to be sure it falls vices. In Calloway County, that
is $125.
within state election laws.
*Absentee voting in Callo"I'll ask (County Attorney

ire M

Every Donation Brings
Hope.

=werz
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way County begins Oct. 21 and
will continue through Nov. 7.
Absentee voting will be available inside Faulkner's office on
the second floor of the Calloway
County Courthouse.
She said absentee voters can
utilize a voting machine inside
her office from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily. Absentee voting is
available to anyone who will
not physically be in Calloway
County the day of the election
and will not be able to cast a ballot inside the voter window of 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Nov. 8.
*Anyone needing to register
to vote or change an address has
until 4 p.m. on Oct. 11 to handle that business. Anyone with
questions can phone the Clerk's
Office at 270-753-3923.
*Anyone wishing to man
a precinct on Election Day is
invited to do so, as there is always a need. Board Republican
representative Bill Cowan said
Thursday that there have been
occasions where workers slated
to work have to withdraw due to
illness or family emergencies,
and backups are then asked to
respond. Contact Cowan at 270270-753-8865 or Stark at 270293-4977.
*Registered voters wanting
to see where to vote can go to
the website https://vrsws.sos.
ky.gov/vic and fill out those
windows marked by a red asterisk. II
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This local Church Directory is made possible by these businesses and is always available at vAvw.murrayleciger.com.
The Church listings are provided at no charge to our area churches. If your church is not listed, please contact Martha
at communitynewsemurrayledger.com or 270-753-1916.
For more information on how to become a supporting sponsor of this informative worship directory,
please contact Wally at wallyeburthettmedla.com to acquire more details.
Seventh-day Adventist
1408 Sycamore
Sabarday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10.30 a.m

ASSEMBLIES Of faCII2
Hope Harbor Church
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a m & 6 00 p m
Bethany Baptist Church
274 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Church
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444)• New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

lie MutinspailestkairSimiNoisy
Oisd Fawns Aso Papas 14 %ars in a Roll

Cherry Corner Baptist Church
850 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Open Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5
4.10, 619 S 4th St.• Murray

iblwaa 270-753-6831 alia

Dexter Baptist Church
97 West Dnve • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 8:00 p.m.
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Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am
Owens Chapel Baptist Church
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 845 a.m & 6-00 p.m
Salem Baptist Church
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 1000 am
Sunday Worship 1100 a m & 800 p m
Spring Creek Baptist Church
995 Spring Road • Aim
Sunday School 9-00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 830 p.m
St John Missionary Baptist
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m

El Manantial Baptist
1222 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 6:00 p.m.
All senses are in Spanish.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church
8483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 600 p m

The Spring Baptist Church
1051D North 16th St
Sunday School 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 10:15 am. & 6:00 p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
1814 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 &m. & 600 p.m.

Victory Baptist Church
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Faith Missionary Baptist
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 &m. & 8:30 p.m.

West Fork Baptist Church
5179 Hwy 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 945 &m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m.
& 5:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church
1350 Flint Road
Sunday &tan"( 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m. & 645 Rm.
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church
817 South 9th Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.
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Nordiside Baptist Church
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m & 6 00 p m

Hardin Baptist Church
6067 US Hwy. 841 North • Harlin
Sunday School 700 am., 9:15 a.m.
& 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 7:50 a.m., 9:15 am.,
10:40 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 930 cm.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
)(Missy BROM Church
263 Badadburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Woolitip 1100 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am. 46:00 p.m.

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. 4600 p.m.

CATHOLIC

St. Leo Catholic Church
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 4.00 p.m. (Englishl
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m.(Spanish)
Sunday Mass 8•00 a.m. & 11 00 a m

CHRISTIAN
First Christian Church
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9-00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10.15 a.m
Murray Christian Fellowship Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 700 p.m.

CHRISIIANICIENCLIERYICE
Christian Science Society
1534 Main Street
Sunday School 1030 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Almo Church of Christ
955 Old Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 am. & 5D0 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ
8487 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9 30 a.m
Sunday Worship 10.15 a m. & 1:00 p.m.

Life Community Church
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Eluildlhg)
Sunday Experiences 10:30 am.

Dexter Church of Christ
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am. & 8:00 p.m.

Friendship Church of Christ
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

Mernodel Baptist Church
908 1.4ain Skeet
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 800 p.m.

Chur

Kirksey Church of Christ
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 10:50 &m.& 700 p.m.

First United Methodist
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m
Sunday Worship 8.45 a m & 11.00 a m.

ML Olive Church of Christ
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Good Shepherd United Methodist
84 Cherry Comer Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am.

New Concord Church of Christ
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 9.50 a.m. & 0:00 p.m.

Goshen United Methodist
4726 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 900 a.m.

Now Providence Church of Christ
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 900 a m
Sunday Worship 10.00 a m & 5:00 p m.

Hazel United Methodist
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9 45 a m

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 8:00 p m.

independence United Methodist
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

Union Grove Church of Christ
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.

Kirksey United Methodist
3891 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10-00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1110

University Church of Christ
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.

Lynn Grove United Methodist
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 9:30 &m.

Wrist Murray Church of Christ
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 8:00 p m.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist
1819 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship 900 a.m.

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 1000 &m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
12E.LAMII:DAY_SAINTS
Church of Jesus Christ of LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10 00 a m
Sunday School 11 10 a m

EPISCOPAL
St John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 900 am.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.

INDEPENDENT
Christian Community Church
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11 .00 a m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.
Church of the Living God
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1130 am
Harmony Mennonite Church
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 600 p.m.
Harvest Land City Gate
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 630p m
Saturday Worship 600 p.m.
Higher Praise Worship Center
5623 Hwy. 841. North
Sunday Praise/Worship 10:30 a.m & 6:00 p m
The Journey Church
MSU Curris Center
Chestnut Street
Sunday Worship 9.00 am. & 10:30 a.m
Murray Family Church
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m
New We Christian Center
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Jehovah's Witnesses
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9 30 a m
Watchtower Study 10 30 a.m
MERMAN
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 South 1581
Bible Study 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m

MSTHOO

Masons Chapel.United Methodist
5084 04d Murray-Pans Road • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
2358 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 &m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. 46.00 p.m.

:44:

••

Temple Hill United Methodist
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.
Waymen Chapel
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11D0 &m.
1121IKOMAL
Bethel Fellowship
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday SL.lioul 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.-1200 p.m
Dexter Perrtecostal Church
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Faith Tabernacle Church
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1110 cm. & 8:30 p.m.
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Now Concord United Pentecostal
186 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Now Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church
2804 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10 30 a.m & 6.00 p m

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOO
Calvary Temple
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 am.4610 p.m.

Gisndele Road Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 600 p.m

Brooks Chapel United keethodial
4211 Brooks Chapel Roed • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship II 00 a.m &
1s1t3rd Sunday at 600

PRiSrIMISAIM
First Presbyterian
1801 Main Street
Sunday School 9.30 am
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

ML Horeb Frvaiwal Baptist
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 930 am
Sunday Worship 1100 am

Groan Plain Church of Christ
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bide Study 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 45 a.m & 8-00 pm

Coldwater United Methodist
8317 Stale Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 1100 a m 4800 pm

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
150 Liberty C,hurch Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
91 Cypress Trail • New Concord
Sunday School 10-00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 -00 m & 8 00 p m

Hazel Church of Christ
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 950 a.m & 8-CO p m

Coles Campground United Methodist
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m
Sunday Worship 8:50 a.m

New Providence Baptist Church
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10-00 am
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m 4 6.00 pm

Hickory Grove Church of Christ
978 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 910 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 am. & 8.00 p m

No
Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 1000 &m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

Dexter-Hardin United liesthodist
5181 Radio Road
Sunday School 10-00 a.m
Surkiay Worship 11•00 a.m

a

Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10-00 a.m. 4610 p.m.
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Life Tabernacle
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 1:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship 2:00 p.m.
Murray First United Pentecostal
1945 State Route 121 North
Morning Worship 11130 a.m.
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
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South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
Sunday Worship 10:45 am.

Trinity Christian Canter
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 9.50 m.
Sunday Worship 10 50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

irlilturri•1rI

MURRAY'S FAVORITE STEAKHOUSE'

Russell Chapel United Methodist
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School WOO a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

Bethel United Methodist
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Evening 600 p.m

pm
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ADVENTISTS

What I
Jesus
by Ric
Youngl

'The LORD is my shepherd,
Ilack nothing.'He makes
me lie down in green
pastures, he leads me beside
quid waters,'he refreshes
mysouL He guides me along
the right pathsfor his name's
sake. 4Even though I walk
through the darkest valley, I
willfear no eyed,for you are
with mc your rod and your
staff they comfort me.'You
pigpen a tabk before me in
the presence ofmy enemies.
You anoint my head with
oil; my cup overkivs.'Surely
yourgoodneu and low will
follow me alithe days of my
life, and I wiR dwell in the
house ofthe LORDforever.
ika:Psalm 23
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WORSHIP
Teaching honesty to children

lton
mAltitt

Question: How can we teach our children convenience than facts. Even when their children are not present,
to be honest?
the behavior of parents needs to be consistent with the values they
Answer: During the three years that Jesus proclaim to their children. Just imagine how disappointing it would
ministered on earth, he modeled some wonder- be for a child to learn from another source about a parent's dishonest
ful principles for teaching children by the way words or actions.
he taught and developed his disciples. He lived
Beginning in the early years,children can be taught the difference
before them in ways that were consistent with his between truth and falsehood through stories. Jesus, a master stowords. He was always gentle and patient with ryteller, often told his disciples parables and used illustrations that
them, but he also loved them enough to rebuke contrasted right and wrong. Stories can illustrate the kind of consethem sternly when the situation demanded it
quences that come from right or wrong choices and actions. SomeWhat Would Matthew 16:23 and Luke 9:54). No matter (See
what times stories can show how decisions bring immediate consequencJesus Do? the disciples did, they knew that he would never es while at other times the consequences are delayed. One should not
by Richard stop loving them and that he would forgive them be deceived into thinking all is well because he or she seems to have
they listened and obeyed him. Let's think "gotten away with it." Sooner or later, the consequences will come.
Youngblood, as
about ways we can apply some of these princiStoriwof biblical people can provide an opportunity to discuss
Unkrsity
ples as we teach our children to value honesty.
with ourehildren how to or how not to react in various situations
Church ofChrist
As adults, we must always set an example for in life. Old Testament stories like those of King David, the wicked
our children by speaking truthfully and living Jezebel,the righteous Daniel or Joseph and the New Testament story
with integrity just as Jesus did. More than anyone else, parents nat- of Ananias and Sapphira are filled with valuable lessons on honesty
urally have more influence on the way their children think, act and and integrity in life. By asking the child what he thinks the character
speak. Thus, they must strive to avoid lying, cheating, stealing or in the story should have done,a parent can help him learn to reason
manipulating the truth - even in small things. When a parent tells for himself about honesty and truth.
a child to lie on she phcine and say,"Mommy is not home now,"
While teaching our children to value honesty, we must also teach
or when a parent dots no1 do what he says he will do for or with them to accept responsibility for their own actions by allowing them
his child, soon thesehilduoderstands that truth is more a matter of to face the natural consequences of their choices when possible. We

and our children need to hear about the harm caused by dishonesty I,
not only to individuals but also to society in general. We need to ,
hear "What a tangled web we weave when first we practice to de-:
ceive" (quote from Sir Walter Scott), Hilt when children can learn ,
the consequences of dishonesty through personal experience, they t:
are more likely to remember the lesson and listen to sound advice
.1
and warnings in the future.
In addition, we should not overreact when a child makes a mistake. Severe punishment administered even when a child makes al
mistake by accident can lead a child to dishonesty in order to escape 4
punishment. Children need to know that they will be loved unconditionally, even when they do wrong. Jesus taught his disciples that
they could always be forgiven when they recognized and admitted
their mistakes (Luke 17:1-4). This encourages honesty, but overreaction encourages dishonesty.
In a world filled with so much dishonesty and corruption, we cannot overemphasize the need to teach the next generation the values
that can protect and bless them. But for us to do the job of teaching
our children in this kind of world, we need the help of our Lord so '
we can model and teach the right behavior. I recommend frequent '
and fervent prayer in behalf of parents in our world today.
(Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ, ,
801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This article is reproduced on the web: universitychurchmurray.com)
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Various churches have released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
First United Methodist: Dr.
Rick C.Dye,minister, will speak
at the 8:45 a.m. and!! a.m. worship services on "Methodism
101: What Do We Believe?"
with scripture from 1 Corinthians 9:24-27.
First Presbyterian: Brittany
Hesson will be the guest speaker
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Scripture will be from Ruth
1:6-22 and Matthew 4:8-24.
Special music will be "The Love
of God," presented by the choir
with director Christopher Mitchell. The Rev. Dr. Renee A. Meyer
is the pastor. Sunday school is at
9:30 a.m.
Friendship
Church
of
Christ: Charles Taylor will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship

service on Zechariah and at the 5 Gallimore will also speak at the with scripture from Hebrews
p.m. service on "Why Does God 6 p.m. service on -God's Simple 11:3. Lana Mauldin will speak at
Give Up? with scripture from Answer to Man's Greatest Ques- the 6 p.m. service.
Romans!.
tion," with scripture from Micah
Glendale Road Church of
Goshen United Methodist: 6:1-8.
Christ: Steven Hunter will
The Rev. David Allbritten will
Hazel United Methodist: speak at the 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
speak at the 9 a.m. worship Pastor April Arnold will speak worship services
service on "Investment for the at the 9:45 a.m. worship service
First Baptist: Pastor Keith InFuture," with scripture from on "The Parable of the Shrewd man will speak at the 8:30 a.m.
Luke 16:1-13. Sunday night Bi- Manager," with scripture from and 11 p.m. worship services.
ble study and youth activities Luke 16:1-13. Music will be pro- Sunday school is at 9:45 a.m.
for Goshen and Kirksey United vided by Kenneth McClarty and
First Christian (Disciples):
Methodist will meet at Goshen Cynthia Russell.
The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will
at 6 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United speak at 10:15 am. worship serGrace Baptist: A revival fea- Methodist: Pastor April Arnold vice.
turing Ron Lovins will begin will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
Life Community: Life Comwith the 10:45 a.m. worship ser- service on "The Parable of the munity meets at the Woodmen
vice. Lovins will also speak at Shrewd Manager," with scrip- of the World building on C.C.
the 6 p.m. service. The pastor is ture from Luke 16:1-13. Music Lowry Drive at 10:30 a.m with
Kim Reeder.
will be by the Choir of Mason's Pastor Chuck Houston speaking.
Hazel Church of Christ: Chapel.
The student ministry, Switch, is
Mackie Gallimore will speak at
Westside Baptist: Pastor Matt on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. For
the 9:50 a.m. worship service Ellis will speak at the 10:30 a.m. more information, visit www.
on "Sin, The Great Separator," worship service on "Why Cre- LifeCC.Me.
with scripture from 1 John 3:4. ationism is Such a Big Deal,"
New Mt. Carmel Baptist:
Pastor Jack Henshaw will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday school is at 10
a.m. The church is located on
Kentucky 121 South.
fr, j
Memorial Baptist: Pastor
Sunday, Sept. 25. Philip Bazzell will stkak at the
Life Community Church to
Sevems will speak at the
Martin
follow.
Music
by
11 a.m. service and lunch will
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
8:30
a.m.,
launch six-week series
Earmark will be presented following lunch. The
worship services. Sunday school
Life Community Church will launch a six-week public is invited to attend.
is at 9:40 a.m.
sermon series "Imagine Heaven" on Sept. 25, led
Scotts Grove Baptist: Pastor
by founding and teaching pastor Chuck Houston.
Terry Roslyn will speak at the
"Imagine Heaven" author John Burke inter- Homecoming to be at
11 a.m. worship service. Special
viewed and studied more than 1,000 people with Spring Creek Baptist
Spring Creek Baptist Church at 995 Spring
near-death experiences.
"John's methodology was really interesting to Road in Almo will hold its homecoming on Sunme," said Houston."He made a point to only inter- day with minister John Bedwell. Special music
view people who would lose credibility by telling will be provided by Eric Homer. Sunday school
their story. His methodology eliminated people is at 10 a.m. and the worship service is at 11 a.m.
who would have something to gain by telling this Dinner on the grounds will be served after the service. The public is invited to attend.
kind of story."
During each week of the series, Houston will
share interviews Burke conducted and look at Revival services planned
scripture to, answer the questions many people
at Salem Baptist
might have. Services are at 10:30 a.m. each SunSalem Baptist Church in Lynn Grove will kick
day. For more information, go to www.LifeCC.
off its revival services with a fish fry at 6 p.m. on
me.
Saturday. The revival will begin Sunday at 10:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. with guest speaker Rodney Rice.
Spaghetti dinner and sing
Other guest speakers will be Todd Gray at 7 p.m
.on Monday,Presley Lamm at 7 p.m on Tuesday
to be held at FUMC
The International Team Mission Spaghetti Din- and Lucas Nance at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. The
ner and Sing will be held at 6 p.m. Sunday at the public is invited to attend.
First United Methodist Church Community Life
Center. Donations will be accepted to be used for Giveaway to be Saturday
the international mission team expenses. For more
at Greater Hope
information, contact Effie Kemp at 270-436-2494
Greater Hope Baptist Church at 711 River Road
or Judy Stahler at 270-753-7387.
will host its second annual giveaway from noon-3
p.m. Saturday. Adult and children's clothes,shoes,
I ( I
It )1
) i
New Mt. Carmel to hold
purses and other items will be offered free to anyI I)
one of need. There will also be free hot dogs and
homecoming services
\
New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church at Kentucky hamburger. Timothy Davis is the pastor.
121 South in New Concord, will hold its homecoming service Sunday with Bock White, the son Revival to be at Palestine
offormer pastor George White,as the guest speakUnited Methodist
er. Sunday school is at 10 a.m. and the worship
Palestine United Methodist Church will have
follow
service is at 11 a.m. A fellowship meal will
revival services at 7 p.m. each night beginning
its
the service and The Kings Sons will perform in the
Sunday
through Wednesday. The speaker will be
afternoon. The public is invited to attend.
Richard Dowdy. A potluck meal will be at 5:30
p.m. on Sunday.

Revival to be held at
Grace Baptist

A revival at Grace Baptist Church will begin
Sunday and continue through Friday. The Sunday
worship services are at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. Services Monday-Friday will be at 7 p.m. with guest
evangelist Ron Lovins, pastor of Grace Missionary Baptist Church in Marked Tree,Alabama.The
pastor is Kim Reeder.

The MAZE to be presented
The MAZE sponsored by First Baptist Church
and the Murray State Baptist Campus Ministry
will be from 7-9 p.m. Saturday at Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State University. A
mystery performance piece that has traveled the
world, the MAZE was founded by magician Jim
Munroe. Munroe will address "the greatest illusion in all of history" as he shares his testimony.
The MAZE is suitable for all ages and admission
is $5.The public is invited to attend.

Owens Chapel to
hold homecoming
Owens Chapel Baptist Church at (SO4 Airport
Road in Kirksey will hold its homecoming on

Health equipment available
at Martin's Chapel UMC
"Pass It On" is a community ministry of Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church at 1619
Martin's Chapel Road. Durable health equipment
has been donated to the ministry. The church will
"pass it on" at no cost to those in need. Items will
be on display in the front parking lot of the church
from 8 a.m.-noon on Oct. 1. In case of rain, items
will be in the fellowship hall of the church. For
questions or to make a donation, contact Glenn
Hill at 731-616-2345 or Tim Escue at 270-9784922.

Gospel program to be at
Main Street Youth/Center
Main Street Youth Center *ill sponsor its second annual Praise arid Whrslitip Gospel program
at 3:30 p.m. O.2.-onAli4ir, group or soloist
is welcome to petition-darini this program. For
more information,contact Rosa Hudspeth at 270227-4852 or email roaa@murray-Icy.net. David
Hudspeth is theldiseMILIThe public is invited to
attend.

music will be presented by the odist: The Rev. Sam Chambers
Praise and Worship Team.
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship .;
South Pleasant Grove Unit- service. Sunday school is at 10 ,t
ed Methodist: The Rev. Robert a.m.
Baker will speak at the 10:45
Oak Grove Cumberland
a.m. worship service. Sunday Presbyterian: Pastor Randy
school is at 9:45 a.m.
Lowe will speak at the 11 a.m..:
Dexter Baptist: Pastor Da- worship service. Sunday school:.
vid Little will speak at both the is at 10 a.m. The church is at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship ser- 2676 Magness Road.
vices. Sunday school will be at
Old Salem Road Missionary
10 a.m.
Baptist: Sunday worship serHigher Praise Worship Cen- vice is at 11 a.m. Sunday school
ter: The pastor is E.F. Cleve. is at 10 a.m., Sunday evening::
Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. worship is at 6 p.m. and Wednesand evening worship is at 6 p.m. day night services are at 6:30
Williams Chapel Church of p.m.
Russell
Chapel
United.
Christ: Sunday morning worship service is at 10 a.m. Sun- Methodist: Pastor Ronnie Bur- :
day Bible study is at 9 a.m. The keen will speak at the 9:30 a.m.
church is west of Murray in the worship service. Sunday school
Lynn Grove community at 7793 at 11 a.m. Wednesday night Bible Study is at 7 p.m. For more
Kentucky 94 West.
Unity Cumberland Presby- information or a ride, call 270- ,
terian: The worship services are 293-2517,270-227-1566 or 270- ,
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. and Sunday 436-5737.
University Church of Christ:
school is at 9 a.m.
United Worship service is at 10 a.m. and:
Good Shepherd
Methodist: The Rev. Tim Fscue Sunday school is at 9 a.m.
Wi4io4e Reptist: Pastor
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Adult Sunday school is Brad Burns will speak at the 10
a.m. worship service. Sunday
at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: school begins at 9 a.m. and SunThe Rev. Sam Chambers will day evening worship is at 6 p.m.
speak at the 9:30 a.m. worship Wednesday service includes a
service. Sunday school is at meal from 5:45-6:30 p.m. for,.:
all children through 12th grade!.
10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United Meth- Classes begin at 6:30 p.m..
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GALLOWAY COUNTY PREP GIRLS SOCCER

Foster returns as Graves County tops Lady Lakers
By BRYCE RUDO
brudd@murrayledgercom
Forced out of the last eight
games since her MCL injury
on August 23 against Marshall
County, Graves County senior
Charming Foster wasn't expected to return until District 2
playoff time.
Instead, she decided to
pick up where she left off on a
mid-September night, with her
third hat trick in three games
played.
Foster and Allye Darnell
netted three goals apiece as the
Graves County Lady Eagles
(7-3-1) outlasted the Calloway
County Lady Lakers (4-5-1)

7-0 at the Jim Nixx Soccer
Complex on Thursday evening.
The Lady Lakers had previously won four of their last five
games.
Playing a diamond formation in the backfield, the Lady
Eagles allowed Calloway
County some ample offensive
opportunities, but it didn't happen until the second half.
"Our first touch killed us in
the first half," second year head
coach Jeremy Stom said. "Every time we passed the ball, it
would hit us and bounce 10
yards away. We talked about
cleaning it up at halftime and
another thing we have to do

better is stepping to the ball defensively. We have a hard time
passing to our teammates feet.
When you put the ball out
in space and it becomes a
50/50 ball, we weren't winning those. If we'll have good
first touches, then we can build
something up like we saw in
the early part in the second half
in the midfield area."
Hannah Dodd was stellar
once again with nine saves, but
after scoring two goals against
Graves County in their first
meeting, Reagan Pittenger and
the Lady Laker offense was
held scoreless for just the third
time this season.
Foster got loose from about

12-feet out for a 1-0 Graves
County lead early, before Abby
Taylor punted back a left-side
rebound for a 2-0 edge just 14
minutes in.
Foster dribbled around the
15-yard line for a 3-0 lead
nearing the half before Darnell
arched a rainbow shot heading
into the break.
Rebbie Balmer showed
some aggressive footwork,
while Keeli Puckett's defense
kept other Lady Eagle contributors contained, but it was
the start to the second half that
took everyone by a pleasant
surprise. A 25-minute scoring
See CALLOWAY, Page 9A
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DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County midfielder Zoe Stom attempts a shot during a District 2 match on Thursday afternoon. The Lady Lakers fell 7-0.

ht as Eagles humble Lakers 7-2

By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@ murrayledger com

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County goalkeeper Aaron Dawson deflects a Graves County shot on Thursday night. The Eagles won 7-2.

AREA PREP
VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Staff Report
The Murray High Lady Tigers(6-13)fell in a competitive
four-set match at Christian Fellowship (9-5-0) on Thursday
afternoon.
Falling after a 25-14 first
set, the Lady Tigers started out
on fire before three sets (16-25,
20-25 and 18-25) secured the
win for Christian Fellowship.
With Sydny Tucker out of
the Lady Tiger lineup, head
coach Clare Boggess got solid
performances out of Sydney
Coons, Sophie Galloway and
Kaylee Fang.
"They had trouble recieving
ow scrve early on," Boggess
said.
"We collectively shut down
thei rbest hitter through the
blocking of Sydney, Sophie
and Kaylee. They returned the
favor in the following set and
we struggled with recieving.
We never gave up and for not

having one of our veterans in
the lineup. I was pleased with
the performance."
Galloway ended with a
team high seven kills, while
Fang tallied 17 assists.

Lady Lakers fall at
Ballard Memorial
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers made a game of it, but
couldn't secure the victory on
Thursday night at Ballard Memorial.
The Lady Lakers (6-5) took
the loss in three sets (25-12,
25-17 and 15-13) as the Lady
Bombers (13-4) swept the
match. The Lady Lakers had
won three out of their last four
games prior to Thursday, receiving solid efforts from Lexie lamb (19 digs) and lauren
Waggoner.
The Lady Lakers will face
Murray High next Thursday at
7 p.m. to try and sweep their
Crosstown Classic season series ont heir home court.•

Jets solve Bills 37-31
The Associated Press
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y.
(AP) — Matt Forte scored
three touchdowns and Ryan
Fitzpatrick finally solved Rex
Ryan's defense, leading the
New York Jets to a 37-31 victory over the Buffalo Bills on
Thursday night.
Forte's 3-yard run put New
York ahead 27-24 with 2:12 left
in the third quarter.
He sealed the win by patiently waiting for a seam to
open before scampering into
AP Photo
the end zone from 12 yards to
New York Jets quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick (14) is tackled
put New York up 37-24 with
by Buffalo Bills cornerback Ronald Darby (28) during the
4:02 left in the fourth quarter.
first half of an NFL football game Thursday in New York.
Forte finished with 100
yards rushing, and the offseason free-agent addition became 34 for 374 yards and a 5-yard by throwing interceptions on
the 13th New York player to touchdown pass to Eric Decker. each of the Jets final three posIn beating one of his former sessions.
score three rushing touchdowns
teams. Fitzpatrick also overThe Bills (0-2) are suddenly
in a game.
came
stinging
reeling
memories
the
in Ryan's second season
of
The Jets (1-1) bounced back
from a season-opening loss to last year's season finale, a 22- as coach, and two years after
Cincinnati and snapped a five- 17 loss at Buffalo that eliminat- being fired by the Jets.
Their offense sputtered in a
game skid against their AFC ed the Jets from playoff contention.
East rivals.
Fitzpatrick closed the loss
a. See NFL, Page 9A
Fitzpatrick finished 24 of
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CALLOWAY COUNTY PREP BOYS SOCCER

With blank stares and a silent
huddle, the Calloway County
Lakers (7-2) were left with a reminder that couldn't have come
at a better time than Thursday
night. Of all the hype surrounding their potential to repeat as
KHSAA Region 1 champions, it
won't be handed to them and, of
all the individual talent they possess, it won't mean anything if it
doesn't translate to teamwork.
Rodrigo Garcia (31 goals on
the season) hadn't forgotten the
heartache the Lakers caused his
Eagles just two weeks ago on
their home turf in an 8-7 thriller.
With four goals in a row, Garcia
reminded Calloway County that
he hadn't forgotten it.
Christian Adams and Jacob
Smith scored a goal each in the
closing minutes to prevent their
first shut-out since 2014, but it
didn't take away from the 7-2
statement Graves County made
to snap the Lakers six-game winning streak, proving the region
will up for grabs all the way into
October.
After a heartfelt postgame
speech by second year head
coach Alex Walandro,the Lakers
know the ball is in their court to
regroup and respond.
"I always say that Calloway
County is group and a team and
it was just pieces today. It wasn't
a whole," Walandro said."A little thing here there, maybe. But it
wasn't adding much.They want-

Calloway CourA

A family with close to 40
years of support for Murray
State University was recently
recognized on September 14
for their continuous generosity.
University officials and special
guests attended a gift celebration at Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course to recognize a
$1.15 million gift Trim the L.D.
Miller Jr. trust.
The gift will establish an endowment fund to generate annual funds in supporting maintenance and improvement as
well as promotion and general
support for the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
"I think (the gift) will be a
tremendous boost to the University," said Dr. Tim Miller, former Murray State president and
MSU Foundation executive director who, along with Stephen
Sanders, served as trustees for
the Miller gift.
"L.D. was all about the students, and this gift will continue
to provide more opportunities
for students. I know that L.D.
would be really pleased with
that."
L.D. Miller was a 1937 graduate of Murray State who grew
up on a farm less than a mile
north of nearby Coldwater.
In 1979, Miller donated the
family's 175-acre Calloway
County farm to the MSU Foundation with the stipulations that
an 18-hole golf course be established within ten years and that
the facility be named for his late
wife.
Frances Emerson Miller was
a Mayfield native who was an
avid golfer before passing away
in 1976.
Valued at approximately
$200,000, the donation was the
second-largest gift given to the
University at the time.
The course opened on Memorial Day weekend in 1983.
Less than a year later, the American Society of Golf Course
Architects selected the course
as among the best-designed in
the country, with "automatically

). See LEGACY, Page 9A
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8:30 avo.
NBCSN -Formuta One Singe:ore Grand Pita,
pracbce, at SingsPora
11:30 am
N8CSN - NASCiat, Xenia Sense, Dere tor
Safety 300, practice, at Joliet, IL
130 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
Arnencan Ethanol E15 225, qualffying, it Joist,
PM
530 p.m
NBCSN - NASCAR, Sprint Com Series, Teenage Mutant Nina Turtles 400, qualifying, at Joliet I.
7:33 p.a.
F51 - NASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
American Ethanol 015225,at Joliet, N.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - Baylor at Rice
II p.m
CBSSN -Niceness St. at Utah St
130 am
ESPN2-Arizona St at UTSA
DRAG WANG
7 p.m
FS1-NHRA, Carolina Nationals,(Mantling. at
tape)
Concord, N.C.(same-tu
4 am
GOLF - LPGA Tour, The Evian Champoonshm,
second round,at Evian Les Bens, France
II:30 am.
GOLF- LPGA Tour, The Evian Champoonshm,
second round, at Evian Les Bans, France
11:30 a.m.
GOLF-European PGA Tour, Italian Open, second round, at Parco Reefs it Monza, Italy
2 p.m
GOLF-Web.com Tour,Nbertsom Boise Open,
second round, at Boise, Idaho
5 p.m
GOLF - Champions Tour, Nature Veiny First
Tee Open at Pebble Beach, first round, at Pebble
Beach, Cal
MLB
1 p.m.
MLB- Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs
6 p.m.
MLB - N.Y Yankees at Boston or Detroit at
Cleveland
PARALYMP1CS
7 p.m.
NBCSN - 2016 Rio Summer Genies (Swim.
song. Track & Field, Women's Wheelchair Basketball medal round), at Rio de Janeiro
12 a.m.(Saturday)
NBCSN-2016 Rio Summer Games(Momen's
Wheelchair Basketball medal round Wheelchair
Rugby, Sitting Volleyball semifinals), at Rio de
Janeiro (same-day tape)
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS1 -Bundesliga, Freiburg at loin
1r56 pun.
NBCSN - Premier League, Liverpool at ChetSee
7:56 p.m.
FS2 - Futsal, 2016 Would Cup, first round,
Panama vs. Colombia. at Cali, Colombia
VASA
6 p.m.
NBA- Minnesota at Indiana
930 p.m
NBA-San Antonio at Los Angeles
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Vesdnseday's Reonlb
Tampa Bay 8, Toronto 1
LA. Dodgers 2, PLY. Yankees 0
Baltimore 1, Boston 0
Detroit 9, Minnesota 6
Oakland 8, Kansas Ply 0
Cleveland 6, Chicago Made Sox 1
Houston 8,Rum 4
Seattle at LA. Angels, VW
Thursday's Resift
Minnesota 5, Detroit 1
Chimp Mille Sox 2, Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay 7, Baltimore 6
Boston 7, N.Y. Yankees 5
Oakland 14,Kamm Oty 5
Toronto at LA. Angels, late
lodny's Games
Tampa Bay (Archer 8-18) at Baltimore (Jimenez
7-11), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Fulmer 10-6) at Cleveland (10uber 16-9),
7:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Barrios 2-6) at N.Y. Meta (Colon 137), 7:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Cana 4-1) at Boston (Buchholz
6-10), 7:10 pm.
Oakland (Gravamen 10-10)at Texas (liameis 145), 8:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Sale 15-8) at Kansas City
(Kennedy 11-9)115 pm.
Toronto (Dickey 9-14) at LA Angels(Meaver 1111), 10:05 pm.
Houston (McHugh 10-10) at Seattle (Hernandez
11-5), 10:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pot GO
Washington
87
59
New York
77
69
10
Miami
73
73
14
Philadelphia
65
81
22
Atlanta
56
89
3054
Cenral Dsion
W
L
Pot GB
Chicago
93
52
St Louis
76
69
17
70
74
Pittsburgh
2214
Milwaukee
65
81
28/
1
2
Cincinnati
62
82
31
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Los Angeles
82
63 .566 San Francisco
77
68 .531
5
Colorado
69
76
.476
13
San Diego
62
84 .425 2014
Arizona
84 .417 211
/
2
60
Wednesday's Results
Chicago Cubs 7, St Louis 0
San Dino 3, San Francisco 1
LA. Dodgers 2, N.Y. Yankees 0
Washington 1, N.Y. Meta 0
Phiadeletiefi,Pilkslesigh 2
Miami 7,Atlanta 5
Milwaukee 7, Cincinnati 0
•
Colorado at Arizona, late
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 15,Philadelphia 2
Milwaukee 5, Chicago Cubs 4
Arizona 7, L.A. Dodgers 3
San Francisco 6, St Louis 2
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Anderson 8-11) at Chicago Cite
(Lackey 9-8),2:20 p.m.
Miami (Koehler 9-11) at Philadelphia (Morgan
2-10), 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Barrios 2-6) at N.Y. Mets (Colon 13Boston
Baltimore
Tomb
Newyork
Tampa Bay

NFL
ANENICAll CONFERBICE
East
•L I
Pct PP
Noe Inland
1 0 0 1.030 23
111 .851.
0 I 0 .0030 22
Meg
0 1 0 .000 10
Mao
0 1 0 .000
7
Awn
•L T
rss PP
Pakistan
1 0 0 1.000 36
Bellienore
I 0 0 1.000 13
Cecina
1 0 0 1.093 23
Cleveland
0 1 0 .000 10
Sang
VI I T
Pot PP
Movies
1 0 0 1.000 23
Indlampals
0 1 0 .000
kackaarerNs
0 1 0 .000 23
Tennessee
0 1 0 .00016
Waal
III
Pet PP
Kansas City
1 0 0 1.000 33
Denver
1 0 0 1.000 21
1 0 0 1.000 35
Ouidand
San Diego
0 1 0 .000 V
NATIONAL COSIRENBICE
bra
I I T
Pet PP
ILI Giants
1 0 0 1.000 20
Philladeiphla
1 0 0 1.030 29
Digs
0 1 0 .000 19
Washington
0 1 0 .000 16
lawn
W IT
Pct PP
Tampa Bay
1 0 0 1.000 31
Carolina
0 1 0 .000 20
New Orleans
0 1 0 .000 34
Mints
0 I 0 .003 24
Seen
W LT
Pct PP
Minnesota
1 0 0 1.000 25
Ostrtilt
1 0 0 1.000 re
Green Bay
1 0 0 1.000 27
Chimp
0 1 0 .000 14
West
W LT
Pet PP
San Francisco
1 0 0 1.000 28
Seattle
1 0 0 1.000 12
Arizona
0 1 0 .003 21
Los Angeles
0 1 0 .000
0
WEEK 2
Tburaday's Gem
N.Y. Jets at &Maio, Me
Sunday's Grass
San Francisco at Caroline, 12 pm.
Dales it Washington, 12 p.m.
MeV at New England, 12 p.m.
New Orleans at N.Y. Giants, 12 p.m.
Leaner, at Cleveland, 12 p.m.
Tennessee at Detroit, 12 p.m.
Kansas Oty at Houston, 12 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 12 p.m.
Searle at Los Angeles, 3:05 p.m.
j
Ta
ameoZ
ier Arizona, 3:05 p.m.
at San Diego, 325 p.m,
Indianapolis at Oenorm 3:25 p.m.
Atlanta at Oakland, 3:25 p.m.
Green Bay at Minnesota, 7:30 p.m.
hisnday's Gams
Plaisdrephia at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.

1995 to 2003.
enough

about her," former MSU basketball coach Cal Luther said.
"She was the kindest, friendliest and most gracious person
I've ever known. Anyone that
met Claire couldn't forget her
because she was so kind and
generous. Claire

was a tire-

less worker and I don't know

that
didn't like her. Murray State
remember her as the friendly
and helpful face of the Racers' and the community have lost a
wonderful friend."
ticket office.
Benton started at MSU as
She began working at Muradministrative assistant in the
ray State in 1968 and retired
office of head men's basketin 1994, ultimately giving 35
ball coach Cal Luther. She also
wonderful years to Murray
worked in the office of college
State University. After her reVP Jim Hall:Benton was a coltirement in 1994, Benton releague of five athletic directors
turned and worked part-time in

LAKERS
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ed it more than us unfortunately
and congratulations to Graves
County because they deserved
it. We didn't play well enough to
beat them and the result shows
how much we produced today.
With about five minutes left in
the game we were able to score
a few goals, but it's passed and
we have to turn the page with
another big game on Saturday
against a tough Owensboro opponent that we probably need."
The Eagles (7-3) stepped on
the gas pedal in the 15th and
didn't let up until the game was
already well in hand.
Mann Murillo scored the
first goal in the contest, getting
past Laker goalkeeper Aaron
Dawson from the right side before Garcia turned the Jim Nixx

of anyone that met Claire

Soccer

Complex into his own

personal playground.

Christian Adams nearly

PA
V
20
34
33
PA
19
10
20
38

PA
0
10
23
28

East Mugge
Csadwasto
Omni
V/ I. PP PSI L PP
1 0 46
Ronda
7 2 0 56
S. Waft 1 1 V 37 1 1 27
00 0 0 2 0 511
flarala
0 2 0 85
Tsemasses 00 0
Missyst
0 0 1 1 82
10 13 1 1 57
Itanlacia
01
7 45 0 2 42
Wag
Coalman
Overall
•
PF PA W L PF
SL
27 1 1 1 47
Alahrow
2 0 90
Arkansas
2 0 V
Tema AIM
2 0 98
Albin
1 1 54
LSU
1 1 48
Idloseasigge
1 1 72
Sannleirs Gann
Olio at Thangses 11 ant.
Vandertdt at Georgia Tech, 11:30 am.
Alabama at liasslnippi, 230 p.m.
Nee Nalco St. at Kanialry,3 p.m.
East Caroline at South Carolina, 3 p.m
Teas AIM at Pailoarn.6 em
lillestailippi a at Lai,6 am
Georgie at lassourt,8:30 p.m.
Texas St at Arkansas,8:30
North Tens at Rank 6:30 p.m.
ONO VALLEY
Coalerence
OSMIUM
W
PF PA W L PF
Tenn Tech
1
41
1 1 48
Tenn. St
2 0 84
E. Illinois
1142
E Kentucky
1173
Ma St
1144
harm St
0 2 25
SE Miesourt
0 2 39
UT Marlin
0 2 43
1
4 0 2 24
Paste Peri
Salmi"Gems
E.EMIet Illinois St, 1 p.m
Coestal Carolina it MI:Morro% St., 1 p.m
Bacons at UT IMAM 2 p.m.
E. Kanludg at Ball $L,2 p.m.
Towson ISO at Mercer, 3 p.m.
Tennessee a at Bethune-Coolonen, 3 p.m
Wray St_ at S. Illinois, 6 p.m.
Indira St. at Southeast Missouri,6 p.m

PA
14
37
48
37
47
37
as
PA
35
16
58
24
33
29
58

PREP FOOTBALL
KENTUCKY AP POLLS
The lop terns In the Kanhocity Associated
Press high school football polls, with first-piace
votes, records, total points and previous rankMOIL
Class IA
Rec. Pts LIV
1. Paint:vile (18)
4-0 214
1
2. Beechwood (3)
3-0 195
2
3. Rumbas(1)
4-0 172
3
4. Peeves
3-1
148 T4
4-0 138
5. Remind
6
G. Nicholas Co.
4-0 100
7
7. Hazard
3-1
90 T4
8. Kentucky Country (Tay
3-1
58
9
2-1
32
Bishop Brossart
3-1
18 NB
Odours noshing voter 11, Lynn Camp 14.
12, Bracken County 10 13, Williamsburg 8. 14,
FISMOW 4. 15, Frankfort 3. 15, Bethlehem 3. 17,
Pans 2. 18,Pineville 1.
Class 24
Be. PbIW
1. Mayfield (21)
4-0 219
1
2. Lexington Christian
4-0 177
3
3. Louisan@ Christian
3-1
152
4
4. Danville
3-1
151
2
3-1
135
5
5. tautens DeSales
3-1
104
7
6. Owensboro Catholic
7. Covongton Holy Cross
2-1
68
6
8. Leslie County (1)
3-0
BO
8
58
9
3-0
1 O. Somerset
3-1
39 NR
Others receiving roles 11, Lloyd Memorial
20. 12, Allen Central 14. 13, Newport Central
Catholic 9. 14, Gallatin County 2. 15, McLean
County 1. 15, Murray 1.
Class 3A
Rec. Pb LW
1. Belfry (21)
1
3-0 219
4-0 199
2
2 Corbin (1)
3. Bardstown
3-0 168
3
4-0 114
4
4.4
Adt
ios
tahou,
- 1-3
88 5
6. Loulnillnagiferoor
2-1
85
9
83
7
7. Boyle County
1-3
8 Russell
2-1
50
8
9. Casey County
44 NR
3-0
10. Fleming County
3-1
38 MR
(be) Louisville Central
3-1
38 NR
Others receiving wham 12, Garrard County 33.
13, West Carter 13. 14, Caldwell Courdy 11. 15,
Elizabethtown 10. 16, Western 166.8. 16, Thornas Nelson 8. 18, Bea County 7. 19, Bath County
5 20. Sheldon Clark 3. 20, Union County 3. 22,
Paducah Tilghman 2.23, Knott County Cadre 1.
Class 4A

IO.

•NFL

the athletics department from
"I couldn't say

PA
14
39
V
25

STANDINGS
MANTIC COAST
Allende
Conference
Overall
IL PP PA
L PP PA
Louisville
1 0 62 28 2 0 132 42
Wake Forest 1 0 24 14 2 0 31 17
Clemson
0 0
0
0 2 0 49 37
Florida St.
0 0
0
0 2 0 97 42
NC State
0 0
0
0 1 I 78 47
Wenn Coe 0 1 14 17 1 1 40 24
Syracuse
0 1 28 62 1 1 61 Fra
Coastal
Call1MIES
Overall
W
PF PA W L PF PA
17 14 2 .0 52 24
Georgia Tech 1
Miami
0
0
0 0
Pittsburgh
N. Carolina
0 0 145,.
-56
0 0 1 1 60 58
Virginia Tech
VIrginia
0
0 0 2 46 81
1 14 24 1 1 63 30
Duke
Saturday% Gansu
SC State at Clemson, 11 am.
Miami at Appalachian $1t, 11 sm.
Florida St. at Louisville, 11 am.
Vanderbilt at Georgia Tech, 11:30 am.
Virginia at Wenn, 12:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Onahorna St,230 p.m.
South Florida at Syracuse 2:30 p.m.
James Madison at North Carolina, 2:30 p.m

Racer Athletics honor
the life of Claire Benton
Murray State University
and Racer Athletics lost a dear
friend and member of their
extended family when Claire
Benton died on Sept. 13,2016
at 87 years of age.
Claire Benton was an important part of the Murray State
athletics administration from
1968-2003 and she served in a
variety of capacities, but most

PA
16
7
22
is

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

MSU SPORTS

Murray State Athletics

PA
21
23
12
13

;

AREA SCHEDULE

1-9)a sam FMCS'S° Moire
p...PRO FOOTBALL

St. Louts Mann

Utiltge;

11

I la% crsti)el, I ii•••11'.1!icy \!-:(•1 lc!

Bong Clings at*gig
230 priL
OIl Dandika al It Mug h
Osensars at Vans Fang.640 pia
Dine at Nallissellink
um

S8818*WSUISX

Nowleong 3-6) a COICIIVISS Mt=
00
2 3
R.
18-7)*Pants front 1-3),
715 an.
ha Puss triedech 5-101 at Conran (geetreed 1145,140 pm
LA Dodgers Sinn 14-3 at Alums *ones
1241140 psi.

had

the equalizer in the 20th with
a header but Garcia closed in
from the middle in the 28th
for his first of four consecutive
goals.
Garcia kept up his lethal display in the 32nd for a 3-0 lead
before completing his hat trick
in the 35th through five Laker
defenders for a 4-0 lead heading
into halftime.
After easy wins against Mayfield, Caldwell County and St.
Mary the last few weeks, the
wake up call was something that
Walandro believes came at the
right time for the Lakers.
"We're coming from playing
nothing. We beat Mayfield 6-0
and we beat St. Mary. The boys
relaxed at the wrong time and
we ended up paying for it. Last
year, we lost a game to Graves

including: Cal Luther, Johnny Reagan, Mike Dill, Mike
Strickland and E.W.Dennison.
Benton thought of her colleagues as family and everyone
that knew her thought the same
about her.
"Claire was one of the best
ladies in the world, former
MSU football coach Houston
Nutt added."My brother Danny and I always thought that
the group of ladies in the MSU
athletics department were so
special. Claire will be missed
so much, not only from her
co-workers, but people in the
Murray community, her church

Wm. Pla UV
1 Anneal Cenral(1 1)
3-0 210
1
2 Aranklia-Stinproon (3)
4-0 195
2
1 Ineklesidle (1)
4-0 146
3
-1 Saga Worm 1)
4
3-1
149
5,11111mee County
3-1
131
t Oats
3-0 105
7. Rodmaills Going
3-0
34
II. Sower Canty
3-1
56
9
9BOØCa
3-0
34 10
10. John
1-3
31
Ohms reveling wogs 11, Knot Cenral 13.
12, Shag/ County 11 13. lialor County G. 13,
East Jannoleis 6.15, Mew County 3.15, Calknee Comity 2. 17, ifisildas Gang Cenral 1.
17, Lou. Vag 1
Class SA
Rec.
P1.11
1 Bonne Gram (21)
4-0 210
1
2_ Chinn Cagily
3-I
175
2
3. Soils ONIam
3-0 135
5
4. Loam."Fern Creek
3-1
117
7
5. Covlestaa MOW
3-1
109
8
6. Grssainad
3-1
75
6
7 Soulleemillis
3-1
73
9
1-3
72
3
9 Ovriellben
2-2
62
4
10. Median Sainhera
4-0
51 10
Olga ratignig eons 11,Nola County 26.
12, North Laurel 12, 12, IWO Contra 12. 14,
Graves County 8. 15, tales" County 6. 16, Dbde
Heights 5. 17, Harter County 2. 17, Pary County
Central 2.
Class GA
Rec. PM.LW
1. Louisville Trinity (21)
4-0 210
1
2. Louisville Mae
3-1
179
2
3, Simon Kenton
4-0 154
4
4. Scott County
3-1
130
3
5. Ity%
4-0 105
7
5. Lexington Lafayette
3-1
105
5
7. Laisalle St X.avier
2-1
102
6
Laulsolik(Wont Manuel
3-0
71
8
9. North Ilardin
4-0
26 NR
10. Reasons Ridge Pali
4-0
23 NR
Mors reosivIng WSW 11, Central Hardin 19.
11, McCracken County 19. 13, Cooper 7. 14,
Mureenberg County 3. 15, Conner 1.15,Lax,
Tates Creek 1

PRO BASKETBALL
wpim
Eastern Conlanince
W
L
21
12
17
15
16
16
16
16
13
19
12
20
Western Conference
L
W
hilimesota
6
25
LOS Angeles
25
8
Seattle
15
17
Phoenix
14
18
Dallas
11
21
San Antonio
n
7

New York
Chicago
Atlanta
Indiana
Washington
Connecticut

Pet
636
.531
.500
.500
406
375

GB
316
4/
1
2
4/
1
2
714
814

Pct
.813
.79a
.469
.431
44
.219

11
/
2
11
12
15
19

GB
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watered

according to a news release.
The society's selections represented about one percent of
the total 13,084 public and
private golf courses at that

time.
"L.D. was so proud of the
course and always thankful
to Billy Wagoner, head of the
course at the time, as well as
the people who worked so

hard on the course," said Stephen Sanders, friend of the
Miller family and a trustee
for the Miller gift.
Before passing away in
1992, Miller donated a clubhouse that was modeled after
his own home and completed
in 1990.
Situated six miles east of
the Murray State campus on
highway 280, the course is a
par-71 layout that measures
6592 yards from the championship tees.
It is the home course for
the Murray State men's and
women's golf teams.
The facility also offers
three large practice putting
greens as well as a wide
two-level practice tee and
a spacious 315-yard driving range. The clubhouse
currently hosts a variety of
special events, banquets and
meetings.
"L.D.

place for Murray State stusurrounding

SPORTS HISTORY

lofty ambition, thousands of
golfers annually get to enjoy
a fantastic golf course with
a truly unique design," said
Will Snodgrass, director of
golf at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
"I personally have enjoyed
the privilege of both playing
and now working at Miller
Memorial Golf Course for
over 20 years. I would like
to think he'd be proud of the
way we manage and maintain
his most generous gift to this
community."
Murray State University provides an "Opportunity
Afforded" for nearly 11,000
students through a high-quality education
ential

drought ensued after Darnell's

three

with experi-

learning,

academic

and personal growth and the
ability to secure a lifetime of
success. II

Dan Carpenter's onside kick.
The Jets scored on each of
their first four possessions to

He went 18 of 30 for 298

From Page 8A

residents

SEPTEMBER 16
1971 - Stan Smith wins the U.S. Open title
over Jan Khodes and Billie Jean King beats
Rosemary Cases for the women's title Its the
first time in 16 years both titles were won by U.S.
TAW&
2007 Jim Thorne gets his 500th HR
2007 Bengalis beat Browns 51-45 as Carson
Palmer throws 6 Ths and Derek Anderson 5 Cleveland had 554 total yards and Cinclronati
had 531
1999 Rookie Carlos Beltran gets his 100th RBI
- 1st rookie since 1987 to do so - Mark McGwire
1998 Ken Grtffey Jr. steals his 20th base of the
year - 3rd player in NIB history to have 50 OiRs
and 20 stelae - Wen Mays and Brady Anderson
1997 Curt Schilling gets his 300th strikeout of
the season -1st Pa pitcher since 1986 to do so
1996 Paul Molitor gets his 3,000th hit - ends
with 3,319
1996 Lance Johnson of Mets gets hes 20th
triple of the season - his 6th year in a row with
double digits - had 117 in 14 seasons
1993 Dave Winfield gets his 3,000th hit - 19th
SI SO SO - ends wtSt 3,110
1990 Aittsburgn beats Ogg 20-9 despite only
getting 123 total yards - Warren Moon threw 3
interceptions
1988 Reds Tom Browning pitches a perfect
game vs. Dodgers
1987 Bob Boone of be Angels catches in his
record 1,919th game
1979 Mee Wilson of KC hits his 5th inside the
park HR of the season
1975 Pirates beat Cubs 22-0- Rennie Stinnett
is the 3rd player to go 7 for 7 in PALS history
1965 Red Son Dave Morehead no hits Cleveland
1960 Warren Spahn no hits Philadelphia

yards and

•CALLOWAY

area

to play golf. Thanks to his

against the Ravens.

Bills quarterback Tyrod Tay-

vision

dents, faculty and staff, and

was limited to 111 yards passing

13-7 loss at Baltimore on Sunday, and now it was their defense that showed cracks against
the Jets.
New York finished with 493
yards offense,28 first downs and
had seven drives cross midfield.

Miller's

was to create an affordable

Today's Gang
Minnesota at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Connecticut, 7 p.m
New York at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
San Antorio at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

lor rebounded five days after he

From Page 8A

Bermuda fairways

and large bent-grass greens,"

build a 20-7 lead. Forte scored

touchdowns.

on a 1-yard plunge, Fitzpatrick

Marquise Goodwin scored on

found Decker on the 5-yarder

an 84-yarder catch, Greg Salas

and Nick Folk hit a pair of field

scored on a 71-yard catch and

goals.

running

back

Mike

The Bills rallied back to score

Gillislee

made it close, by catching an 18yard touchdown pass with

1:17

on

three

straight

possessions

spanning halftime.
Then Buffalo scored twice in

remaining.

a span of 2:07 to go up 24-20.0

Marshall

caught

the first 20 minutes of

the sec-

Foster secured her hat trick

half. We had three shots

on a corner kick in the 63rd

Brandon

ond

we should have finished. We've

before Darnell capitalized the

got to commit to playing that

Lady Eagles' dominating perfor-

way the full 80 minutes. If we

mance in the 65th and 78th for

can do that, we'll be dangerous.

her hat trick.

rainbow shot, as the Lady Lak-

They've got to come out to start

The Lady Lakers will bounce

ers played their best 20-minute

the game and believe with ev-

back on Saturday, with games

set of defense they've displayed

erything they step on the field

against Castle, Ind. and Evans-

all season long to keep it at 4-0.

with. They

"We

absolutely

dominated

just

it," Stom added.

have to believe

ville Reitz Memorial, Ind. over
•
the weekend.

family and most of all her immediate family."
She was inducted into the
Murray State Hall of Fame in
February 2016.III

County at the beginning of the
season and then to Hopkinsville
at home. Sometimes it's good to

Husqvarna.
0% interest

get slapped in the face," Walandro added.

Garcia capped off his scoring night on a left-side dish in
the 50th to cap off his scoring
night before Murillo ripped his
second goal of the game through
the back of the net and Brady
Wetherington came alive in the
74th for a 7-0 advantage to seal
the game.
Adams and Smith took advantage of a short defensive lull
in the 75th with beck-to-back
goals, but there was no celebration.
The Lakers were full aware
that the battle had been lost,
with the war far from over.
The Laken will have their
first chance to respond on Saturday, when they head to Owensboro(4-5-1) at 12:30 p.m.•

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
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ROM CAPSULES
A look elItie races that
will decide the Chase
(all times Eastern):

THE CHASE • NASCAR

1101111D OF 16
Salt m
'Wow Wm*Nbis
tiles*
llme/TV:2 p.m.,
NBCSN
Chicagoland Speedway,Joilet, Ill.
Venuefads Seats
75,000;
1.5-mile, D-shaped oval

septa

New England 310
ibne/TV:2 p.m.,
NBCSN
New Hampshire Motor
Speedway,Loudon,
N.H.
Venuefads Seats
93,521; 1.058-mile oval
Oct.2
Citizen SOON 400
Tene/1V:2 p.m.,
NBCSN
Dover International
Speedway,Dover,Del.
Venuefads:Seats
140,000; 1-mile oval

MARTIN 1RUEX JR.
No.78
Toyota,
Furniture
Row Racing

ROUND OF 12
Oct8
flaiik of America 500
Time/TV:7 p.m.,
NBC
Charlotte Motor
Speedway,Concord,
N.C.
Venuefacts Seats
165,000;15-mile
quad-oval.

MATT KENSETH
No.20
Toyota
Joe Gibbs
Racing

No.22
Ford
Penske
Racing

upofJoe
With all four of its drivers in the Chase,
Joe Gibbs Racing may dominate NASCAR'S playoffs
oe Gibbs Racing put allfour ofits
drivers in the Chase for the Sprint
Cup championship a year agoin a
frightening sign thatthe organization
could sweep through NASCAR's
playoffs.Only Kyle Busch advanced
to the final round,though,but he
scored his first Cup title and gave
Gibbs his first championship in a
decade.
Now,JGR is again the favored
organization headed into Sunday's
opening playoffround at Chicagoland
Speedway.Busch,CarlEdwards,
Denny Hamlin and Matt Kenseth
have all made the 16-driver field, as
well as Martin Truex Jr., who drives
for sister-team Furniture Row
Racing.
"Any man can win this, really,"
Busch said.
With five drivers representing
Toyota,there's no way not to
consider the JGR and Truex lineup the
ones to beat through this 10-round
Chase.They have 13 wins through the
26 regular-season races and
combined to lead 385 ofthe 407laps
in thefinalrace before the Chase.
Despite the dominance,Gibbs is
hardly ready to predict this willbe a
JGR rout.
"There's so many,Ithink,
well-prepared cars," Gibbs said."I
think this is going to be a battle."
He noted that although the Chase
stretchesfor the next 10 weeks,the
elimination format has cut it into
three rounds ofthree races before the
finale on Nov.20 at Homestead-Miami Speedway.That's the way Gibbs
wants his drivers to approach the
playoffs — in segments,with the

J

goalto advance and notlook too fax
ahead to the finale.
"You can't afford a bad race,"
Gibbs said."Ifeellike what we tried to
do this year,I watch the crew chiefs,
drivers and everybody,wejust try to
go every week and be as good as we
could be and race as hard as we could.
You've got to be consistent,but also
you've got to be on your game and
racing extremely hard."
STEWART-HAAS RACING
With three cars in the Chase,
Stewart-Haas Racing trails only JGR
for most representatives. But SHR can
be an enigma _ Kevin Harvick has
been felled for much of three seasons
by an inconsistent crew, Kurt Busch
has roller-coaster performances,and
team co-owner Tony Stewart is hot or
he's not.
It's not clear if the organization will
place any extra emphasis on Stewart,
who is retiring at the end of the
season. For sentimental reasons,SHR
could try to give Stewart a strong
send-off. It's doubtful the other two
drivers will sit back quietly and not
give it their all.
HENDRICK MOTORSPORTS
The top organization in NASCAR
has only two of its four drivers in the
Chase,and six-time champion Jimmie
Johnson is having one of the worst
seasons of his career. But with two
wins, many other drivers would swap
places with Johnson in a heartbeat.
Still, Johnson has yet to advance to the
finale since the elimination format was
introduced in 2014,and with only
rookie teammate Chase Elliott in the
playoffs to work with, it will be tough
for Johnson to do it this year.

Content by The Associated Press; page designed by GateHouse Media's Center for News & Design.
COMPILED BY JENNA FRYER, AP AUTO RACING WRITER., ASSOCIATED PRESS PHOTOS

PENSKE RACING
Two years in a row,Penske had
one of the most dominant drivers
headed into the Chase.Two years in a
row,Penske came up empty.
The tandem of Brad Keselowski
and Joey Logano hasn't been as strong
as they were in 2014 and 2015, but they
still have five wins and Keselowski is
tied with Busch as the top seed.
Neither should be overlooked.
CHW GANASS1 RACING
For the first time in team history,
the organization has two cars in the
Chase. Both drivers can be a threat.
Kyle Larson has been red-hot to close
the regular season,and he showed
he's ready to go by racing from 12th to
second on a two-lap shootout at
Richmond.Jamie McMurray hasn't
been as strong, but made his first
Chase last season and feels he's in a
far better position this year.
Both drivers have a desire to
please the boss, who has won at every
level except NASCAR.
"When you look at Chip's organization, he's been so successful in
IndyCars,the sports cars," McMurray
said."We've won some big races in
NASCAR,but the NASCAR side is really
hard to keep on top."
THE NEWCOMERS
Joining Larson as first-time Chase
participants are Austin Dillon, as well
as rookies Chase Elliott and Chris
Buescher.
Nobody knows what to expect
from Dillon and Larson, who have been
fairly consistent all year. Elliott has
actually flirted with victories, while
Dillon put together a quiet season.
Buescher, meanwhile,stole at a
win in the rain-shortened race at
Pocono to make the Chase. Few have
any expectations at all for his team.

Oct 16
Hotywood Casino 400
Tune/TV:2:15 p.m.,
NBC
Kansas Speedway,
Kansas City, Kan.
Venuefads:Seats
81,687; 1.5-mile
D-shaped oval
Oct.73
Alabama 500
Tene/TV:2 p.m.,
NBCSN
Talladega Superspeedway,Talladega, Ala.
Venue facts:Seats
143,231; 2.66-mile
tri-oval
ROUND OF8
Oct.30
Goody's Fast Relief 500
Tine/TV:1 p.m.,
NBCSN
Martinsville Speedway, Ridgeway, Va.
Venue facts Seats
65,000;0.526-mile oval
Nov.6
AM Teas 500
Time/N:2 p.m.,
NBC
Texas Motor Speedway,Fort Worth,Texas
Veto*facts:Seats
159,585; 1.5-mile
quad-oval
Nov.1.3
CanAm 500
Tone/TV:2:30 p.m.,
NBC
Phoenix International
Raceway, Avondale,
Ariz
Venue facts:Seats
76,800; 1-mile tri-oval
CHAMPIONSHIP4
Nov.N
Ford Ecolloost400
Tone/TV:2:30 p.m.,
NBC
Homestead-Miami
Speedway,Homestead, Fla.
Venuefacts Seats
65,000; 1.5-mile oval

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.
407 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-9500
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Gourd festival to be held on Saturda

Read keross
America Book
Selection RCN ieN1

Rogue
Lawyer
by John
Grisham
Brown Bag Book Group
September Selection
Calloway County Public Library's Brown Bag Book Group
began the 2016-17 Book Club
Series this week with "Rogue
Lawyer" by John Grisham.
The publisher writes: "Sebastian Rudd is not your typical
street lawyer. He works out of
a customized bulletproof van,
complete with Wi-Fi, a bar, a
small fridge,fine leather chairs,
a hidden gun compartment and
a heavily armed driver. He has
no firm, no partners, no associates and only one employee,
his driver, who's also his bodyguard, law clerk, confidant and
golf caddy. He lives alone in a
small but extremely safe penthouse apartment,and his primary piece of furniture is a vintage
pool table. He drinks Small
Batch bourbon and carries a
gun. Sebastian defends people
other lawyers won't go near:
a drug-addled, tattooed kid rumored to be in a satanic cult,
who is accused of molesting
and murdering two little girls;
a vicious crime lord on death
row; a homeowner arrested for
shooting at a SWAT team that
mistakenly invaded his house.
Why these clients? Because he
believes everyone is entitled to
a fair trial, even if he, Sebastian, has to cheat to secure one.
He hates injustice, doesn't like

insurance
companies,
banks, or big
corporations;
he distrusts
all levels of
government
and laughs
at the justice
system's notions of ethical behavior."
"Rogue
Lawyer" is
structured in
an episodic
format with
each
episode offering glimpses
into the lives
of Sebastian
Rudd
and
his clients.
While some
group members noted that they had difficulty with the structure, most
enjoyed it and felt that Grisham did a masterful job of tying
them together for a satisfying
conclusion. Sebastian Rudd is
one of Grisham's most richly
developed characters to date,
leaving some group members
hopeful for a return in a possible sequel. "Rogue Lawyer" is
highly recommended, especially for readers who enjoy Michael Connelly, Steve Martini
and David Baldacci.
According to Grisham's website, since publishing "A Time
to Kill" in 1988, Grisham has
written one novel a year, each
of which became international bestsellers. There are currently over 300 million Grisham books in print worldwide,

•

itogue
Luwyer
which have been translated into
40 languages. Nine of his novels have been turned into films.
CCPL's Brown Bag Book
Group is an informal book
discussion group designed for
adults. The group meets from
noon-1 p.m.; participants are
invited to bring their lunch. To
join Brown Bag Book Group,
interested people may visit the
circulation desk,add their name
to the book group list and check
out a book club copy of the title.
The October Brown Bag
Book Club meeting is scheduled for Oct. 3, with "A Spool
of Blue Thread" by Anne Tyler
as the featured title.
To learn more about CCPL's
book clubs, programs, and
events, visit CCPL at 710 Main
St., Murray or online at www.
callowaycountylibrary.org.

Fall concert mini series to benefit
mammography in Calloway County

Special to the Ledger
The Gourd Patch Arts Festival will be held Saturday from 9
am. until 3 p.m. at the Icehouse
Gallery at 120 North Eighth St.,
Mayfield.
There will be 30 vendor
booths selling handmade,homemade and homegrown items.
The Gourd Race Car Derby
will begin at 10 a.m. Students
from Mayfield Middle School's
CARDS after-school program
will be joining in the competition. First place in the derby will
win a $50 cash prize, second
place will win $25 and $10 goes
to the third place winner.
The band Heart and Soul will
begin playing at 11 a.m. The
Murray State University percussion ensemble will be circulating
throughout the festival grounds
playing music on instruments
made of gourds. Dr. John Hill
has attended every Gourd Festival since it began with his percussion group.
Inside the Icehouse Gallery
the "All About Gourds" juried
gourd art exhibition and annual silent auction with items and
services donated by local community members and area busiPhoto provided
nesses will be featured.
The Gourd Race Car Derby will begin at 10 a.m. on SaturAdmission is free to the gal- day at the Icehouse Gallery's Gourd
Patch Arts Festival
lery and the festival grounds. IN
in Mayfield.

'Frolic on Franklin' in Clarksville set for Sept. 24
Special to the Ledger
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
Historic downtown Clarksville
is gearing up for the 11th annual
"Frolic on Franklin: A Celebration of the Arts" from 8:30 a.m.3:30 p.m. Sept. 24. This free
event will showcase the works
of more than 30 artists, staged
entertainment and art demonstrations all along the 100 block
of historic Franklin Street.
A variety of original fine art,
as well as handmade crafts, will
be on display, including paintings and photography, jewelry,
clay garden items, woodwork,
purses and scarves, pottery, candles, woven and knitted items
and seasonal gifts. Items will be

Master Class through Arts Council valuable for planners

Special to the Ledger
Libraries, vineyards, wedding
receptions,company picnics, the
By DEBBIE
ers. The proceeds will go to funding 3D mammog- town square and park pavilions
BATTEIGER
raphy (at the Murray Calloway County Hospital)," are all places you might expect
dbattelger@murrayledger.com
he said."This project makes a difference in saving to see performances of music,
theatrical works or other live enlives."
With the help of Badgett Playhouse, a fall conTravis said that they hope that at the end of the tertainment.
But performances at those and
cert mini series will be held at the new Rotary Am- fundraising project, they can raise up to $12,000
phitheater of Murray.
for the potentially life-saving mammography similar venues don't come toThe event which spans over four Tuesdays is equipment.
gether by themselves. If you're
sponsored by Keller Williams Realty and GalliAdvanced general admission tickets are $8; at in charge of entertainment promore Electrical Contractors and stars the cast of the door, general admission tickets are $10. For gramming for an organization or
the Badgett Playhouse.
reserved seating, tickets are $12.50 and a season's are a professional event planner,
Keith Travis, vice president of development for pass is $40.
the Kentucky Arts Council's
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, said the
To purchase reserved seating, call the Badgett Master Class is for you.
amphitheater, which was dedicated this past May Playhouse at 1-888-362-4223. To purchase tickets
The 2016 Master Class will be
at Central Park,started its concert series this sum- online, visit www.GrandRiversVariety.tix.com.
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Oct. 13 at
mer.
Tickets are also available at the Badgett Play- The Grand Theatre in Frankfort.
"We had smaller crowds at the beginning, but house,Keller Williams Realty,the Murray- Callo- The event is free, but requires
it's been growing. We've seen crowds of90 to 240 way County Hospital and the Murray Convention advance registration.
people," he said.
and Visitors Bureau.
Admission to Master Class is
The four shows scheduled will be "The Super
General admission ticket holders are encour- open to individuals and groups
60s show" on Sept. 20;"The 70s Show" on Sept. aged to bring a lawn chair, as stadium seats are who plan for and present live
27;"The Fabulous 50s Show"on Oct.4; and "Ter- not suitable. Concessions are available during the performance including busiry Mike Jeffrey Unplugged" on Oct. 11. All of the concert series; coolers are not permitted.
ness and civic leaders, college
shows will be held at 7 p.m.
For more information about the concert series, and university activity boards,
"This is a nice deal; a great way to to help oth- visit www.KWRealtyConcertSeries.com.•
community groups and organizations, event planners, festival
organizers, government agencies, librarians, Main Street

WKMS introduces short storytelling contest

Special to the Ledger
Murray State's public radio service 91.3 WKMS
is introducing a new short storytelling contest
this fall. Submissions will be accepted via email
through Oct. 16, and finalists will have the opportunity to perform their work,have it professionally
recorded and aired on WKMS,and have excerpts
published.
Entrants should submit an original written short
story accompanied by an audio recording of that
story to msu.wkms@murraystate.edu with the
writer's contact information. The story length
should be between 5 to 10 minutes.
There are step-by-step instructions for recording
yourself with a smartphone at wluns.org.
The story must meet WKMS and FCC standards
(no profanities). Submissions will be accepted
through Oct. 16 at midnight. A group of judges
will narrow those down to the top five.

The top five will tell their short stones live on
Oct. 25 at 6 p.m. at Murray State's Clara Eagle
Gallery on the sixth floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
WKMS will professionally record the readings
and air them during "Sounds Good"the next week.
The top five stories will also appear printed in
Hopkinsville's "Big Read Finale Booklet."
The top two will go on to read their stories on
Nov. 5 at Hopkinsville's Alhambra Theatre as a
featured part of the "Big Read Finale Event." The
overall winner will also have excerpts from his
story featured in "Paducah Life" magazine, with
the full story published online.
It is a great opportunity to share one's work,and
storytelling chops, with the community. Entrants
must be available for the Oct. 25 and Nov.5 reading dates if selected as finalists.
For more information call 800-599-4737.•

Every Donation Brings
Hope.

SI30

et

for sale with prices ranging from drawings, scroll saw cutting
$2 to $500.
and more.
"Our local arts scene has long
In addition to artist booths,
been one of the reasons many a Main Stage performance is
people locate, relocate and/or located on the corner of Frankstay in Clarksville," said artist lin and First
Streets featuring
coordinator Ryan Bowie. "We live
entertainment throughout
are excited to celebrate 11 years
the day, including Kenwood
of bringing notice to local artHigh School Golden Knights
ists and artisans with Frolic on
Drill Team,Cumberland Winds
Franklin."
A crowd favorite is seeing, Jazz Project, 101st Airborne
and often participating in, art- Division Band, the Redwood
ists' demonstrations. Several Climbers, Fusion Ballroom
booths offer the opportunity to Dancing and more.
For more information, call
learn techniques directly from
the artists throughout the day, 931-645-7699, email frolic@
including painting demonstra- roxyregionalth5atre.org or visit
tions, woodtuming on a lathe, www.roxyregionaltheatre.org/
beaded jewelry making, portrait frolic. III

managers, park directors, Trail
Town participants, performing
arts presenters and others.
Workshops will include beginning and advanced social media
strategies taught by arts council
staff member Chelsea Sparks
and University of Kentucky arts
administration professor Rachel
Shane, respectively, and a marketing workshop taught by Jennifer Sciantarelli, UK College
of Fine Arts communications
director.
"Well-executed performance
events are a feather in the cap
of any community and can make
an important event, from a free
concert series to a private wedding reception, more memorable. Those events don't just
happen on their own, though,
and require a lot of planning,"
said Lori Meadows, arts council executive director."The goal
of Master Class is to position
anyone planning an event, performance or presentation for
success by putting them in a
room with performing artists
and knowledgeable consultants,

who can help them polish their
planning skills."
The day will offer a blend
of showcase performances and
working sessions about marketing and social media.
Kentucky performers featured during the event include:
"Misty Mountain String
Band, Jefferson County, roots/
bluegrass music
•Phourist & the Photons, Jefferson County, experimental
rock
•Octavia Sexton, Rockcastle
County,storytelling
•na Skylark, Hardin County,
Celtic music
•Lakshini Sriraman, Fayette
County, Bharatanatyam dance
'Small Time Napoleon, Jefferson County,folk/pop music
For more information on
Master Class, contact Tamara
Coffey, individual artist director, at tamara.coffey@ky.gov,
or 502-564-3757, ext. 479.
Registration is available online
at the arts council website.
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Red Cross
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FOR RENT

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

270.753.9999 • www.sbyproperty.com
10007
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Casey's Marketing Company, One Convenience
Blvd,Ankeny, losva hereby declares intention to apply
to a NO Ratan Malt Baverag• Package license
No later than October 17, 2016 The business to be
licensed will be located at 1619 Hwy 121 Bypass
North, Murray. KY 42071 doing business as Casey's
General Store #3537

When aciarssing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetworit.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
websitc. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

.20 words or less words $.50 each
Consecutive Days:
j.12 per word per day.

The Principal officers are as follows'
hitillMiiialliehitdaitil, President- 4865 Copper
Creek Dnve Pleasant Hill, IA 50327
Robert C. Fun/ Vice President- 23638 River Heights
Dr Dallas Center, IA 50063
juns_L_Jackarelgu, Secretary- 9813 !Ms Dnve,
Urbandale, IA 50322
James R. Plstillo Treasurer- 3415-159th Street
Urbandale, IA 44323
Any person association, corporation, or body politic
may protest the granting of the license by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control 1003
Twilight Trail. Franldort, KY 40601-8400 within 30 days
(KRS 242 430) of the date of this legal publication

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

Nobel
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit Joy
submitted matter

CeLASSLELEDS
DEADLINES

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

Nadir
Sestina
task

Seely

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classified4Ihnurray1edger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Murray Ledger r Times
Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
don't
., miss a
beat!
Subscribe
today
753-1916

SulsocrIbe radew
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Local Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

Rest of KY
3 mo
6 mo
12 mo.

$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

FOR Sale Round Hay
Baler, Hay Cutter,
Round Bales Hay $30
each. 270-437-4667.

270-753-6132
Like us on facebook al
facebook.corni
pennypumpkinpatch

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS:

Positions available:
Persons needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment, if you
would like to work
through the cold winter
months. We will train.
Call 270-753-9204
or email
terpowell ruhlock.co

HELP wanted. Retail
sales. Fast pace environment. Apply in person at Paint Plus
Flooring. Must be good
with color coordinating
& decorating.
JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
Kitchen
Manager/
Executive Chefs. Apply
between the hours of 24PM. or vist us online
at cravejasmine.corn
TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.

$85.00

3 mo
6 mo
12 mo.
Chec

$110.00
$160.00

Money Or er Visa

Name

Addr
ICity esi -

Zip

State
Playtime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
kfterrity, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916 ,

WAR
- &

Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10am 270978-7157.

JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales

270-43

Hill Ap
Re!

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Ser
West K

Matthew Inlets,
liec Pre-Arranoemern
Spec,allet & Funeral Director

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

_Vier _

this,

so are your
Valentin! customers,

104 ••

J11801

(270) 21
Servici
major
Licensed

12,41

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

MECHANIC
IMMEDIATE OPENING

360
Storage %ibis

460
Hanes For SIN

Apply in person at:
200 E. Main Street
Murray, KY

1LLNIIA

A:

i

AL

Large 6 bedroom & 6.5 bath brick home.
Private on 10 fenced acres. Large
activity rooms, home theater, gym,&
more. 2 Large shop buildings. 5 acre pond.

140
Itaint to Buy

28R, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished.
$700/month.
104 Pa* St.
270-753-2225.

Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

150

FOR Sale

Yardman Lawn Tractor
with 3 accessories,
5x8 trailer $375- Wheel
barrow $40- 157 West
Fork Rd.(464W) Almo
Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

WHIRLPOOL Washe
and Dryer, white. $100
Or $175 set, firm. Call
731-336-0683.
160
Hams Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress

sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
180

Rota HC4110$ For Sage

FOR
Sale
14x80
Mobile Home. 3Br 2Ba
Appliances furnished.
Washer/Dryer.
Refrigerator For Sale.
Call Ann at 270-7533508 for further information.
RENT to Own
16x60 2Br, 2Ba
$2950/down,
$450/month
1/2 mile from KY lake
38 Woodlake Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
615-397-3171

Murray.

Lease and
deposit
required.
270-7534109

270-753-3853
New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

2 Br Apartment 908
Bagwell Ext. Murray.
270-293-7746.

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Sion & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
•MBC Stomp - 1900 N.126

Climate Control
1000 A N. 12th St. - P0, Rot 6.5 Murray, FY 42071
°Ike 170 753 2905 - Fax 170 753 9505
• qatiandrentals. grnaii.gorn

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. MAIN ST

270-753-9898

(2701753-6266

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

HOURS:
MON-FRI
800-4:00
SATURDAY
800-12:00

I BR from $345
28R from &375

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguld Dr.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

TOO 1-800-545-1833 turt283

•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD $711

640 S. 4th St. Ii
Sunbury Cbckg
alz

For further assistance with Fair
Homing Adverusing requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P slilan (703)644-1000.

imr716-E:s7zE. al
of Tammy
& Doug Muench

MOM .11..1
0111.11...11.1.1t

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
P.
St 1)0
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

moose's
concrete
•Driveways
•Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
Jeff Moore
931-289-9233

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Pkirrtfing

I
I

ignniver
Engager
eabi

Base Cars

Paris, TN 38242

Decor
eVintage Antique
Items
"Fenton Glassware
eFurniture
*Jewelry

Weddl

Do Insurance Work
vs.& Mastercard Accepted

490

163 Edmonds Place

*Trendy

tv.-1

6irthd

8 am to 5 pm

2005 CADILLAC DEV
ILLE,
LIKE
NEW
TIRES, NEW NC AND
HEATER FAN. SIRIUS
RADIO, RIDES AND
DRIVES GREAT. 3,000
OBO 270-226-5242

& Much More,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
14mosa4,01#6.
•PRISTIIRE WitS'AfINC
qA144/ CARE

Ca
Mum
Ledge
Tore

•Rrgrar,vimr
•Ca‘rmteaati

Spaulding Estate

-Iv X /a/S

731446-9523

geon
270-,928-7/52
CONTACT

&MUNI I 61.11.111011110•111•111111.•

Hill Electric

Let us I
yogi
Celebr

Since 1986
Lob Far SIN

Residential &

Commercial

Controlled
Storage Units Now
Availoblei
..e.1 2

Wooded residential
lot In established
Murray neighborhood
270-978-0876
270-759-5469

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

"

.•.

Looking for
something in
particular?
Try running a

227-3071 or 270-4365085

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!
DOG Obedience
glendhenmere.com

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7688

436-5141,A-AFFORD.•
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

September 16' S, 17'

Sales
Wow*
1414181gAtil
leU2 urit.
two* remodeled.
270-761-7567

New Climate

1826 West Olive St.
On Campus, brand
new appliances, windows and siding,
Rent $800/rnonth plus
deposit/references
and 1yr lease 270

We will knowinglv accept any
advertising for real estate whidi
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity Daus.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

I

RGL Storage, LLC

Houses For Runt

48R, 2BA,

State laws forbid discriininah,r
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law

G&C

Townhouses

GREAT neighborhood
3Br 213a.
$785
rent
$785
deposit.
1800 B Valley Drive.
270-753-8242.

Al real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fad
Hazing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disanninabon based on race, cnlor, religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention Su make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

'Carload boll Boot & MIal-Storop - Hwy.NE

AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate

--,=zg,,v-.k.)

Murray Lndger & Time. Tait
Housing Act Notice

Eiectnc0 and 24/7 Surveillance

Apartments,
Duplexes

1 OR 2br apts. near

downtown

812 Whitnall Avenue• Murray

For all your storage convenience

Lain & Gordan

BUSH hogging service.
Free estimates. Call or
text 270-293-3605.
270

Additional 87 acres of land at $3500.00/acre.

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$280/mo. 270-7679037

2BR apartment located
on 5435 US HWY641
S. Hazel. 293-7746,
2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259

270.

$325,000

4/7 Surveillance•

3BR 2BA, Duplex Mt
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
a included. $900. 270293-5423

Aiticies
For Salo

associates, and
operations team.
Nice 2BR mobile home
Early mornings, and
No Pets 270-752-8556
daytime
positions
or 270-753-9888.
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
11Ppsrtswrd rot NW
early morning custodial [
W0fit
1 Br second floor on
270-759-1400.
8th Street $350 a
AUTO
Technician
month plus deposit No
Needed
Experience
dogs. 313-801-1918.
and Own toots required.
Must be able to work
multiple vehicle
on
types. Send resume to:
5362 HWY. 641 N
Aim, KY 42020

*Insured .5
-Free E
.Member of
Ang

270-753-9224

vfiNt
W01 INS*.
t*St**
II you are reading

is currently seeking a

060
Help lihnted

•Drywall
•71/e •Floo,

A'

PRE-PLANNING

1 MURRAY RENTAL & SALES

PENNY
PUMPKIN PATCH '
Cash paid for good,
Airport Rd.
used guns
Follow Signs, Same
Location as Always,
H&H Guns
Pumpkins ALL sizes
inside
J. Gingles

S10412Jhr.

Out of State

Hsip Wanted

RE SOF

KEY RECYCUNG
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

FULL Time & Part Time
OTR Drivers Needed
for dedicated lane.
Call 731-247-5871 for
more information.

060

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

0.35 extra for Smart Saver
Cialialeall go into

REM1212E1
All Asi
Remo
•Henw
•Beda •
a Ad

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

DISCLAIMER

The owner is as follows Casey's Marketing Company,
One Convenience Blvd, Ankeny, Iowa 50021.

egdra for Monday
gaideJ

SE R

010
Lead
Ratko

Murray 1

(270)438-2858

The Murray Ledger
& Times

753-1916

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT
weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

270-753

• & Times

Murray Ledger & Times

Friday,Septesaber 14, 2016•3B

10 I

Make a Connection. Real P•000, Flirty Chat_ Meet singles right now)
Cal livelinks. Try it FREE. Cal now. 1-888-979-2264

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB OPENING, EVENT, ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this newspaper plus 85 other newspapers in KY for only
$250. Save time and money by making one call for alt For more
information, contact the classified department of this newspaper or
cal KPS 1-502-223-8821, email sparry0kypress.com

•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Work
-Pressure Washing
KEN:MOM-AU
HEMODEUNG.COM
AU Aspects
Remodeling

•Gurrer Cleaning

Geri 270227-04211
MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

•Home Imprvveftru,
.114silt •Kuclien
Additions

1URRAY

ANTIQUES
35th Yawl BURLINGTON ANTIQUE SHOW -10 min. south of
Cincinnati. Sunday September 18th, 6arn-3pm. 200+ dealers. Rain or
Shine.(513) 922-6847 budingtonanbqueshow.com

•Drywall •Pausnag
•Ille *Flooring •Deekr
•In.sured *Sr DI-SCOUR!
•Frre Esnmases
•Member of "A" Ratiag
on Anpe Last

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

270-436-5959

1270) 759-0501

Hill Appliance
Repair

atthew Ime,
frsrrarAgernert
venal ()tractor

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Fru Esttroves
You grew it
We will mow it!

MOW
293-4020

ladastriminamerdat/Issalsalal
PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Jams C.Itsillasni
W W IVO ECM RRAY.COM

Over 28 Years
Experience

(270)759-0890

ck home.
.arge

AZ,226202411anslAdthe

ling. Clean
,s, gutters,
rk

270.206.2517

Call

red Floors
loor Joist

Word Search — Vision Awareness
Weddings
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Call
Murray
Ledger
Times!
Let us help
you
Celebrat€
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Mtigmatisrn
Cataract
contirb;
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A

•

A

RCIAl

Scorr
-2/57

A N
111

13 Magic
Johnson,
once
14 Comic

A

7-5422
3-2643

"VC

FRI.(9/16)& SAT.(9/17)
HUGE INSIDE YARD SALE!Lots ofitems to fit anyone' needs.

107 Gregory Lane
94 West
SAT.(9/17)•7 AM-1 PM
Trumbooe,10 black new throws,aquarkms.OM old cameras,
Christmas,stuffed animals. Natake dishes,/Chi," 360,glasses &smoker.

159 Stoneside Drive,Almo
SAT.(9/17)•7 AM-?
Little bit of everything!

mg,Rockwell plates - some are framed,and other numerous items.

500 North 4th Street
SAT.(9/17)•7 AM-7
MURRAY ART GUILD YARD SALE!Aft & craft supplies, knitting
machine,beads, cut manes,frames, weaving materials, books and MOM.

419 Woodlawn
FRI.(9/16)& SAT.(9/17)•7 AM-7
CANCELLED IF RAIN
2PARTY YARD SALE! Nascar collection, Hot Wheel collection,
household items,twin & full size comforter sets and mucb morel

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Block
6 Easy wins
11 DVR
option
12 Not

A
0

ird Accented

WASMAIG
CARE

0

A

A
0

A

Engagement's

Pkrrang

an

OldSouthern States Co-opa I4th Street

LASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS, NEW PAY SCALE *NEW 389
Pete's *Trucks set @ 70MPH *Starting pay up to .52 CPM •Health
Ins. •401K •Per Diem Pay *Home Weekends. 800-648-9915 or
www.boydandsons.cxim

A

Home
ement

100 East Sycamore Extended

GAME CENTER

ways
tios

100re
i-111253

LARGE YARD SALE!2009 Chevy Impala,tools,push niower,trim
cabin,
Me,burlap sacks,bicycks,door,refridg.fishing hoes&
poles.Lithe Isfie large toys,old wood screen door,dishes & lots mom.

HELP WANTED - SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance Agents Needed • Leads, No Cold Calls
• Commissions Paid Daily • Lifetime Renewals • Complete Training •
Health & Dental Insurance • Life License Required. Call 1-888-7136020

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High Demand! Get your CDL Training
n 16 days at Truck 4i:whoa Training and go to work! State WIOA
Grants and VA Benefits Accepted. Tuition Financing Available if qualied. 1st yr. avg. $40,000 per ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)244-3644

•tSelling your
motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

733-1916
to place
your ad
TODAY

re's
rete

'ping
tges
Work
Ins.

249 Camelot Drive

FRI.(9/16)& SAT.(9/17)•8 AM-4 PM

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
GUN SHOW SEPT. 17-18. Sat. 9-5 - Sun. 9-4 Lexington Heritage
Hall,(430 W. Vine St.) Buy-Sell-Trade. Info: (563) 927-8176,
rkshows.com

Let us help
you
spread
1%7
'1 -1
the word.
libf
ye
Classifieds
work!

IL

Ponies,dives,ladies sire 16,plus sine ma& womeas 3XL to SXL,
lathes oboes size 10, books,dishes,something for everymee.

SERVICES
DISH Network - NEW FLEX PACK - Select the Channels You Want.
FREE Installation. FREE Streaming. $39.99124 months. ADD Internet
for $14.95 a month. Call 1-800-417-8079.

0.00/acre.

-AFFORD-

Obey lAtitedAtethadist Chun*

FRI.(9/16)& SAT.(9/17)•7 AM-2 PM

MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
MOVE IN ready mobile homes. Owner financing on select homes
with approved credit. No rent option, but buying could be cheaper
than rent! 859-977-3970

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

s
.OfInd

3691 Kirksey Road

HELP WANTED
CURRENTLY taking applications for Equipment Operators
(Excavator, Dozer, Backhoe, Loader, Skidsteer) for Water and Sewer
projects. Contact Joe Finley, Twin States Utilities for information, 270427-0710

(270)

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

icre pond.

SALE!Antique furninire,dins cabinet,%bit
dresser,sewing machine,glassware & Mats 3)-

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS Users! A cheaper alternative to
high drugstore prices! 50 Pill Special - $99 FREE Shipping! 100
Percent Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-490-2790.

270-293-5949
Lic & Ins

GaIllmore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Fragile

FRI.(9/16)& SiiT.(9/1

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD: www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800-578-1363 Ext.
300N

270-293-3248

*iv .
a0v
4 Va. 11 Oa
CIO,

Winner-la
Co.

510 Blair

AUCTIONS
TWO COURT ORDERED Absolute Auctions - Sat. Sept. 17 010 AM
& 12 P.M. Exit 16 Mtn. Pkwy at Clay City. Commercial & House & Lot.
5860 Main St. & 91 1st Street. 4.30 acres interstate property. Visit
brewerrealestate.com or iobnggsreaftycom for into. Call 606-6634663 or 663-2519. John Brewer & Mike Briggs Auctioneers.
DIVORCE SERVICES
DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children $125.00. Includes name
change and property settlement agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. 1-888-733-7165, call us TOLL FREE 24/7.

Licensed &
Insured

R/T
Lawn Service

appliances,Mir

0
Distance
Exam
Eyesight

Correcdon
Depth
Difficulty

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

Glasses
Lens
Headache Perception
Impairment
Von

Suckani is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 b
9 lithe empty squares so that each raw, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Coneeptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

By Dave Green

57

.-2783
-2784

1

8

6

3

4

9

6

9

Answer to previous puzzle

14

7
92

,4

8

5

8 1 2
76 3
4 9 5
6 34
5 28
1 79
2 46
98 1
35 7

7 53,4 6 9
49 1 5 28
2 6 8 3 17 1
9 1 78 5 2
634 1 9 7
8 25 6 34
389 7 1 5
5 7 6 2 4,3
1 4_ 2 9 8 6
Iv,

.

1

9
6,

Difficulty Level ****
v11.11M,

5

7

32
9/16

38 Surmise
40 Do some
tailoring
42 Crumpet's
cousin
43 Love, to
Luigi
44 Grazing
groups

45 Tackle
box items

Yesterday's answer

strip
worker

270-753-1916

dal pickups
/operated
1-1151

GOTON
SCALE
AEI VE
TOXIN
BEGET
AMEND
EN I GMA
JAR
ZAP
TAP
APEMEN
L I RA
FLY I NGT IGER
LATENT
FUEL
WIN
RAY
ESS
SEAGAL
AWAKE
I R I NA
SQL I D
ECLAT
SEEDY
RHYME

DOWN
1 Holds up
15 Census
9 From
27 Parson's
2
Barcequestion
'30s,
the
domain
lona's
16 Apr. 15
28
say
Without
region
org.
Placid
10
delay
Tries
3
to
18 Lamb's
l7 Go too
30 Stop workattain
mother
long
ing
4
Wield
19 Casual
Campaign
23
31
Declares
Green
5
greetings
pro
33
Tedious
gem
20 Word on a
folks
6 Job reward 24 Buddy
bill
20
39
26
Purpose
7 Hold title
21 — Juan
Questions
41
Aussie
to
22 Easily
category
runner
Justifies
attachable 8
THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
24 Foal's
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virg nia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
mother
6
1
3
5
2
4
7
8
9
10
25 View from
11
12
Mount
Vernon
14
13
27 Gloomy
—
16
17
15
18
atmosphere
20
19
21
29 Chapel
23
22
figures

32— glance
33 Golfer

.
0 1125

; I
29

Hogan

34 Part of a
match
35 Singer
Orbison

36 Vein
contents
37 H lookalike

32

35

39
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33

34

36
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40
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41

43
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MOW lack
Teo years ago
Murray High School students
Sarah Kuykendall and Luke Welch
were honored by Superunendent
Bob Rogers and Murray High
School Teresa Speed and the Murray
Independent Board of Education for
then work at the International Space
Camp held this summer at Johnson
Space Center in Houston. The two
students represented the United
States during the international high
school exchange event that involved
students from 18 countries.
Robert Valentine wore the Murray Tartan Kilt when he spoke to
members of the Murray Rotary
Club about the 2006 Western Kentucky Highland Festival to be held
in Murray.
Pictured is Calloway County senior Abby Kelly as she spikes the
ball over the net as Murray High
senior Katy Garrison prepares to defend the play during Fourth District
volleyball action at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The memory of Holmes Dunn continues to live on. Now in its sixth
season, the tournament named after
the long-time Oaks Country Club
member will resume this week. Chip
Veal and Terry Butler are shown displaying the Dunn Cup which is up
for grabs this weekend when Oaks
Country Club and Murray Country
Club battle for the rights to the traveling trophy.
Twenty years ago
Joan Krieb and Sandi Denslow are
pictured with the-banner they made
for the Legion of Mary of St. Leo
Catholic Church to take to the 75th
anniversary celebration of the Legion of Mary at Owensboro.
Pictured is Murray High's O'Shea
Hudspeth as he is hit just as he
pitches the ball to teammate Allen
Thompson in the first half of a district win over Fulton County.
Calloway County quarterback Dan
Arnett rolled up over 200 yards of
total offense in the Lakers 20-7 district loss at Hopkinsville.
Winners of the women's division
of the 1996 WATCH Charity Golf
Tournament at the Oaks Country
Club were Vickie Oliver, Linda
Pate, Susan Fisher and Jackie Ab-

bott
The Murray Bass Club held its tinal points tournament of the year on
Sept. 8, out of Fenton Landing. The
winners were John D. Morgan,first;
Ken Bucy,second and Gary Washer,
third.
Thirty years ago
Former Murray State University
quarterback Kevin Sisk was made
a honorary Colonel in the Kentucky
State Militia at the Racer Club
meeting at Seven Seas Restaurant.
County Attorney Robert 0. Miller made the presentation. Sisk was
recognized for his devoted work as
a baseball umpire in the Kentucky
League this summer. Three of his
players, Jason Rouse, Shane Beamer and Justin Rouse, watched the
presentation.
Murray's Mel Purcell scored one
of his biggest .upsets of his pro career at the German Open, beating
Boris Becker 7-5, 6-2, 7-6. Purcell
now moves into the third round.
Forty years ago
Donald R. Tucker, Loretta Jobs,
Pat Mobley and Fred Barber, local
realtors, attended the convention of
Kentucky Association of Realtors
held Sept. 1-5 at the Princess Hotel,
Acapulco, Mexico.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Commissioners accepted a low bid of$4,134,500 for a new
addition to the local hospital.
Fifty years ago
Don Shelton, football coach at
Murray State University. spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
He was introduced by Hiram Tucker.
Murray-Calloway County United
Fund board planned activities and
promotions at a meeting on Sept.
IS. Ray Brownfield is president and
Keith Hill is campaign fund chairman.
Sixty years ago
Officers of Murray Training
School Parent-Teacher Association
are Roy Gordon, Mrs. William Dodson, Mrs. Bennie Simmons, Mrs.
Charles Nanny and Mrs. Harold
Houston.

Memories of awful boyfriend
continue to linger years later
DEAR ABBY: Years ago, I dated an awful guy. He possessed just
about every negative quality you
could imagine. I dated him anyway
because I was immature,depressed
and lonely.
Since we
up
broke
and I got
mental
my
health back
on track, my
life has been
wonderful. I
keep moving
up and forward in life. I
Dear Abby
hear through
the grapevine
by
that his life,
Abigail
on the other
Van Buren
hand, is in
shambles.
I blame myself for wasting the
time I did with him. Sometimes
when he pops into my head I get
sick to my stomach. I'm afraid he
might come back into my life and
harm me because he blames me for
his miserable life and bad choices.
How do you remove such a negative person from your memory?
Is it possible to forget -- especially
when you want to? -- ANNOYED
IN TEXAS
DEAR ANNOYED: Your experiences have made you the person
you are, and at this point in your
life, you have made yourself successful and happy. Congratulations
for that. Now it's time to stop listening to news about your ex-boyfriend through the grapevine.
When friends bring him up, tell
them you aren't interested. If he
lives nearby, frequents the same
places you do and has threatened
you, talk to law enforcement or
move. Give it time; time has a way
of healing. It's important that you
continue getting on with your life.
You may find fears will dissipate
once you find a new significant
other.
DEAR ABBY: I'm someone

SONO

DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
died recently. My question is, how
much time should I wait before
asking his widow if she saved his
hearing aids from the crematorium and if so, could I have them?
--CHEAP MINNESOTAN
DEAR MINNESOTAN: You
didn't mention how long ago your
friend died, but if it was yesterday,
give the widow a week or two to
recover from the shock of her loss.
I say this because if you wait too
long, somebody else may grab
them, but if you ask too soon, she
may give you an earful.
1.••••

Contact Dear Abby at www.
DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My gym
offers several dance-themed exercise classes like Zumba The brochure claims that dance may have
more health benefits than standard
exercise. Is that true?
DEAR
READER:
We dance to
express joy,
celebrate life
and
events
as a forrn
of exercise.
It turns out
that the combination of
and
music
Dr. Komaroff
may
dance
by
have benefits
beyond those
Dr. Anthony
of exercise
Komaroff
alone.
evThe
idence for the health benefits of
exercise is unquestioned. Regular
activity builds muscle and bone,
reduces fat, increases aerobic capacity and lowers blood pressure.
It also improves the ratio of"good"
to "bad" cholesterol.
Dance has physical and cognitive benefits that may exceed those
of other forms of exercise. It has
been shown to improve balance,
gait and quality of life in people
with movement disorders like
Parkinson's disease. And several
studies show that mastering dance
movements and patterns improves
problem -solving
memory and
skills more than walking does.
Then there's the music that
comes with dance. Music stimulates the brain's reward centers,
reaching us in a very special way.
In the remarkable documentary
movie "Alive Inside," you see how
music can "awaken" people lost to
Alzheimer's disease. People who
haven't uttered a sentence longer
than four words in a long time suddenly start singing complex lyrics
from songs. People who haven't
expressed happiness in a long time
suddenly start beaming as they

sing along.
Then there's the fact that dance
is a way of celebrating, and we
all need to celebrate from time
to time And when you celebrate
along with many others on the
dance floor, you compound the
power of celebration.
There are many ways to enjoy
dancing:
-- Take a class. Many Y's and
senior centers offer some type of
group instruction for people at all
levels. You're most likely to find
lessons in tai chi (a meditative exercise that is often performed to
relaxing music) and Zumba (an
aerobic workout that combines
steps and moves from a variety of
traditional dances, often to Latin music). Learning new types of
ballroom dance can also be fun and
challenging. If you don't have a
partner, many folk and line dances
can be done solo.
-- Dance at home. If you want to
practice in private, the internet has
a variety of dance instruction videos. Your public library may also
stock instructional dance videos.
All you need is comfortable clothing, a pair of supportive shoes and
enough space to move freely.
Finally, remember that dancing
can be modified for almost everybody. People who can't stand up
can use their arms. People who
have lost movement in their arms
can dance with their torsos and
legs. It's a way to connect to your
own body, to music and to other
people.
Many years ago, a couple in my
practice were having difficulties.
A marriage counselor learned that
they loved to dance when they first
met, but that they hadn't done it in
recent years. The counselor suggested they learn to tango. It may
have saved their marriage.

Hints From Hololse

Today hi History
Today is Friday, Sept. 16, the
260th day of 2016. There are 106
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 16, 1966, the Metropolitan Opera officially opened its new
opera house at New York's Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts with
the world premiere of Samuel Barber's "Antony and Cleopatra."
On this date:
In 1498, Tomas de Torquemada,
notorious for his role in the Spanish
Inquisition, died in Avila, Spain.
In 1810, Mexicans were inspired

who's been chronically hot for as
long as I can remember. In winter, I usually wear lighter clothes
than most people so I can be cornfortable. Unfortunately, complete
strangers feel compelled to ask
several times a day, "Aren't you
cold?" or say, "You're crazy for
dressing that way!"
I don't feel I should have to justify my wardrobe, and I think calling someone crazy is out of line. I
have pointed out to some people
that how I dress is none of their
business, at which point they take
offense. (One guy even told me
to "shove it where the sun don't
shine.") I don't think my response
was inappropriate considering that
they were the ones judging me.I'm
the one who should have been upset. What can I say to these judgmental people without justifying
myself and without evoking an
angry response? -- NOT CRAZY,
JUST COMFORTABLE
DEAR NOT CRAZY: Most
people are curious when they see
something "different." Wearing
lightweight clothing in the dead
of winter qualifies as different. If
you are asked, all you need to say
is that your body temperature runs
hotter than most people's, and you
are perfectly comfortable. Period.

Dancing as exercise has
physical and mental benefits

to begin their successful revolt
against Spanish rule by Father Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla and his "Grito de Dolores(Cry of Dolores)."
In 1893, more than 100.000 settlers swarmed onto a section of land
in Oklahoma known as the "Cherokee Strip."
In 1908, General Motors, was
founded in Flint. Michigan, by William C. Durant.
In 1919, the American Legion received a national charter from Congress.
In 1940, President Franklin D.

Roosevelt signed the Selective
Training and Service Act. Samuel
T. Rayburn of Texas was elected
Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives.
In 1953, "The Robe," the first
movie presented in the widescreen
process CinemaScope, had its world
premiere at the Roxy Theater in
New York.
In 1976, the Episcopal Church,
at its General Convention in Minneapolis, formally approved the
ordination of women as priests and
bishops.

BABY BLUES R

BLONDIER)
IT'S THE
LITTLE THINGS 1
,HA,T MAKE
MY DAY

WELL, LOOKIE THERE!
A HOPSCOTCH GAME!

--C1_
1".

DIGITIZE YOUR MEMENTOS
Dear Heloise: Using rolling suitcases to store
and save your photos won't help a bit if you have a
tornado. DIGITIZE them! Scan and save your pictures to a computer (with backup off-site or online).
Invest some time and money in getting film put on
DVD. Send duplicate DVDs
to multiple family members
so that if disaster strikes, there
will be extra copies. --'Sherry
G., Cecil, Ala.
I'd say that if you're going
to go through all that trouble,
then you also should consider
digitizing your important documents, like certificates and
licenses. -- Heloise
COLOR-ABSORBING
SHEETS
by
Dear Heloise: When we
Heloise
travel, I bring a few "color-absorbing" sheets. That way,
when we need to stop to do some laundry, it can all
be thrown in together in just one load -- no color
sorting needed! -- Ellie K., Fort Worth„Texas
Ellie, thanks for sharing your travel hint. With
long vacations, mounds oflaundry can be daunting
for some', so getting ajump on laundry before arriving back home can relieve some of that. Research
shows that these color-absorbing sheets are supposed to catch any "loose colors" floating around
in the wash cycle, protecting your other clothes
from changing colors. -- Heloise
HOME CAKE RECIPES
Dear Heloise: My recipe for Cuban rum cake
uses an 18.5-ounce cake mix as one ingredient.
However,the cake mixes now are only 15.25 ounc-

es. Do I add flour, decrease liquid or what? Thank
you. -- D. Larson, via email
You actually have a couple of options. You can
purchase another box of the cake mix, especially if it's something other than white, and add the
extra 3.25 ounces of mix to your recipe. A reader
wrote in with the same problem, and she purchases a box of white mix for all her recipes that call
for more than the amount on the box. So what to
do with the extra mix? 1 have some great ideas in
a pamphlet titled Heloise 's Cake Recipes. You can
order from my website, www.Heloise.com, or send
$3 and a stamped (68 cents), self-addressed, business-size envelope to: Heloise/ Cake Recipes, P.O.
Box 795001,San Antonio, 7X 78279-500!. With the
holiday season upon us, better to have too much
than not enough! -- Heloise
HIDDEN DIAPERS
Dear Heloise: As the parent of a newborn,I now
know how frustrating it can be when you're out and
about and no matter how many diapers you take,
it's never enough. Sure, I could purchase more, but
we stock plenty to never run out at home!
So, my truck's glove box sports an owners manual, a few extra diapers and a travel pack of baby
wipes! I'd be a bit embarrassed if one of my buddies looked in my glove box, but that doesn't compare with how I felt when my child had to go without a clean diaper until we got home! I just can't
even imagine that! Frank in Houston
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Sept. 17, 2016:
This year you feel as if you have many choices
you must make. Your preference will be to address
life as a duo instead of just by yourself. If you are
single, because of this desire you could find that
you are more flexible when relating to others. Do
not settle for the first person who comes along; you
have other choices. If you are attached, the two
of you enjoy your life together, yet you often view
issues differently. You will find that your relationship
develops into a much closer bond because of your
willingness to accept your sweetie. ARIES can be
exciting to be around.
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
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ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Someone close to you will give you a
shove in a direction where you might have been
hesitant to go. A little indulgence from a loved one
permits greater ease. You will want to settle in and
make some travel plans for the near future.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You know when to pull back. Your ability to
stay in tune with your energy has been important,
and often has prevented you from stumbling into
a bad situation. A loved one could have a lot to
share. Do a better job of listening.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to make headway without
.having to deal with a lot of interference. Friends
surround you and want to distract you. A loved one
echoes the same sentiment. Opt to stay close to
home and avoid these situations.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to someone you look up to.
Some of you might have to go to work today, and
your boss could be demanding. Understand that
the time spent in this situation will be worth it, even
if the reason isn't obvious at first.
LEO (Jury 23-Aug. 22)
**** You will want to take off for a change of
scenery. Go for it, even if it is only for a day trip to a
favorite fair or flea market. A loved one can't seem
to get enough of you. Push this person away, and
youll see the effect his or her glum mood has on

you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** One-on-one relating seems like the natural
way to connect with others. Be more forthright with
a key person; the result will be a more authentic
relationship. Your caring ways win over someone
who might be afraid of being vulnerable.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Someone might make more of an effort to
get closer to you. In the next few months, many
new possibilities are likely to appear. Know your
priorities. Get together with a loved one when you
can. You relax and play well together.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You have certain people you care about, yet
you might opt to follow through on an important
project. Listen to a friend's news and spend as
much time with him or her as possible. Don't be
surprised to se some pouting when you leave.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Not everything is as it seems. You might
be making more of a situation than is necessary.
Try not to make a judgment before you have all
the facts, and you'll be a lot happier. A friend will
invite you to a happening that is too appealing to
say "no" to.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pressure to spend time with family could
force you to change your plans or invite them along.
Whatever your choice might be, you understand
that these people have an unpredictable quality to
them. Go with the flow.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be in a position where you
feel as if you need to please a loved one. For a
brief moment, you might consider balking at this
concept In the long run, you will do whatever feels
right to you Accept an invitation from a group of
friends.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to accept an invitation
You could be concerned about the costs of saying
"yes." Whatever choice you make, you are likely
to feel a certain amount of stress. Loosen up and
enjoy what is happening around you.
BORN TODAY
Actor John Ritter (1948)
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